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PREFACE

.. This Course is designed for the treatment plant
operator or technician who is requ2redto monitor .

effluent discharges under a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System.(NPDES) Permit andwhohav had little
or no previous Operience in laboratory work4

The Course will include a review of basic ma:thema-
tics..Applications in the chemical labdratory such as
weighing techniques, use of equipment and solution
preparation will be stressed. An introduction to basic
microbiological techniques-will alsb be included.

This, manual has been prepared on a modular basis.
Some of the information such as weighing techniques and
solution preparation, has been designed in a Standard
Operating Job Procedure (SOJP) format. It is believed
that this "step sequence'' presentatj.on is easier to
foIloW in an actual laboratory procedure.

+0,
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EFFLUENT MONITORrtG PROCEDURES .

BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS

) STUDENT REFtRENCE!MANUAL 't

MODULE I /

BASIC MATHEMATICS

In the calculation of results for theparameters of the
permit system, several mathematical calculations are neces§ary.
This module will review the following areas: Metric System,
Whole Numbers '

A. The Metric System

-

The metric system.is- a decimal system of units for
measurements of mass, length, volume and other physiscal
constants. .Ff is built 1,14,nd a set of basic units and
uses factors of 10 to exp ess larger or smaller quantities
of these units. The metric 'system is need virtually around
the world. The United States is one of the last countries
to convert to this system. It is estimated that within ten
years, all of our measurements will be expressed in metric
units.

Table A.1 shows the measurements that will be used in
this, course as well as the common terms of the English and
Metric Systems.

Table A.1
Measurement Metric English

Weight

A

milligrams', grams,
kilograms

ounces, pounds,
tons

Length

. .'

. centimeters, milli-
meters .kilometers

o

inches, feet,
yards, miles

VOlume
..

milliliters, liters

.
i

e

pints, quarts,
gallons 4 ,

Temperature

-.

Centigrade (°C) -

A

Fahrenheit (°F)

11.

To,exprgss larger or smaller quantitiesi prefixes are added
. to the names of the units: For example kiIo added-tp the

word gram to give kilogram. These prefixes represent multiples
of la, making the metric system a total decimal system of
measurements.

I
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Soile of,the more commonly u ed prefixes are:
.

)
kilo one thousand UODO) times

tl unit expressed.
forcenti one- undredth C1/180 or 0.01)

of the unit expressed.
_

milli one-thou;andthle(1/100.0_ or 0,1001)
4. -

of the unit expressed.
A

Examplres:

, )4,

1 kilometer 1000 meters
1 gram = 1000 milligrams

1 liter = 1000 milliliters

4- of English measurements in'the Metric
System are given. in Table A.2. Accepted abbreviations are
given in parentheses.

Table: A.2
Weight Length Volume

(/-

1 pound =453.6 grams(g) 1 inch = 2.54 centi-
meters(cm)

1

1

quart =

gallon=

946 milli-
liters(ml)
3.78-liters
(1)

The standard unit length in the metric systemislthe meter.
*A meter is 39.37 inches, a little longer than 1 yard. One
meter-contains 100 centimeters or 1000 millimeters. A kilometer
contains 1000 meters. The standard unit of weight is the kilogram.
A kilogram contains 1000 grams. Comparing these weights to our
pound (16 ounces), we find-that 453.6 grams equal 1 pound and
1 kilogram is equal to 2.2 pounds. As with length measurement,
prefixes-are used to indicate larger and smaller units of the
gram. The standard unit of volume in the metric system is
the liter. The nearest common value comparable-to-to t31-te liter
is a,quart;'1.-00'liter equals 1.057 quarts (or 946 ml = 1 quart).
The most commonly used smaller unit of a liter is the milli-
liter, where 1 triter equals 1000 ml.

Two temperature scales co only used in routine laboratory
work are the Celsius(centigrad ) scale, and the Fahrenheit
scale. A unit of temperature on each of these scales is
called a degree. The symbol for the degree is ° and it is
placed as a superscri4t after the number and before the temperature,
scale indicated, Thus 100°C means 100 degrees centigrade.
The centigrade scale' is,based on dividing the interval between,
the .freezing and boiling temperatures of water into7100 equal
parts or degrees. The freezing point of water is assigned

. a temperature of 0.degpees and the boiling point `of water
a temperature of 100 degrees centigrade. In the Fahreni' it
scale, there are 180 degrees between the freezing and boil-

'

ing temperatures of-water. On this scale the freezing point .

-2- 8



41,

of water is. 32 degrees and the boiling point is 212 degrees
Fahrenheit.

Abbreviations for these units ofempgrature are:,

degrees Celsius (centigrade) = °C .
4. degrees Fahrenheit . t°F

t

The two scales are shown in FigurEei. .

°Centigrade

100

100 Div ions

or

100°
25

0

-17.8

-263.18

c

a--

°Fahrenheit

2l'12 .

180 Div ions

or

77

r

32 Freezing point
of water

-459.72 AbsOlute
Zero

Examining the temperature scales, one can see that there
are 100 degrees between the freezing point'and boiling point
of water on the centigrade spale, and 180.degrees oh the
Fahrenheit scale. ,Then, for each 1°C increase in temperature,
the °F increases l.8°F. Conversions between the temperature
scales may be done using the following conversion formulas:

oF = 9/5 °C + 32
°C =. 5/9 (°F - '32)

t

-3-
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ENERGISES
4

-1. "What is the ablyrevoiation for,milliliter?.
4

op\

win

What is the numerical vane of the following prefixes?

kilo

centi

milli

3. What is the approximate-temperature'in °C if the
Fahrenheit reading is 68°F?

A

Which is greater;

1 lite<. or '1 quart

1 yard or1 meter

5. List one Metric and one English unit for mass or weight.

2

0

4
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Lesson 2. Whole Numbers

IFA whole number is a 'digit from 0 to 9, or a combination
of digits, such as 15,'324, 2, 7241. The-place value in
numbers are shoWil'in Table B.1.

Table B.1

- ,-
cn

0
..r.i
H m
Hri
5

, , H U)
71 r4
W

: 0
71 1 H

H
W

= E-I ,

1 6 5 7 1 4

Ul

2 2 3

. ,Thousands One

4s .
-.The 'limber is read:' six hundred fifty-bwo million,.seven

hundred fourteen thousand, two hundred-twenty three. Notice`
that the word "and" is never used in reading i whole number. f_

/
s . ,

To illustrate the aOcuracy of.a certain measurement in the
laboratory, it is often necessary to round off numbers.,,In
rounding, off a number to a required number of places, keep
as many fi9u'res to the left as are needed. Drop the other
figures and replace them with zeros. Examine the'digit,th4t
is one place-to the right of,the last figur4 required and

.,follow theee rules:
.

. .

.1__ -,
(1) If this 'digit is less than 5, do not change the last faigit''

retained.

"t.

'OfExamples:

9124ounded to the nearest& is 910
621 rounded to the_learest hundred is 600

3,498,461 rounded,to,the nearest pillion is 3,000,000

(2) If this dilwit is grter than five, add one to the last
digit retained.

. 11
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1 .

, $
. ..,..

t ' 1 1 % 7 r. .
e .,. . , %,Examples. # . f r.'

tI
I

*
47 rounded to the liear.eStvten.4 50:'
868 .rounded ict.he..nearest-hund is 900,

... 16,945 rounded it. th'es.,140a4st,h(54"sand-43 i7 000.
'

5 .s

. s ' ,44: .)', :-i. *..
s'.(3) If this digit is exactly fivey the lst digit retained

-

is.rodnded off by increasing it one number.
Ls

. ..
. ,

65 rounded to the nearest
75 rounded to the nearest

a7,501 rounded to the nearest

ten is '70 .

ten is 80.
thousand Is- 38,000.

.

Addition

40t
. -

:In adding a ser ©f numbers, begin witiT the column
at the right. If the sum of a column of Digits is ten
or larger, carry the. tens digit.and,add it to th
of the digits' in the next eeiumn to the left. The plus
sign (+) indicates.addition. Always chebk your ,work."

4

Example.

2 '8 6/N
- -3 2I

3 .1 8lb 3 1 8

Check

8 6.

+1 3 2

29

Addition can always be checked by addifig.do n as shown in
the above qxample.

Units such as grams, milliliters, tent meters. etc, are
usually encountered in laboratory work. ,It is therefore ;

necessary to note .that; the units associatad4with a numbet
should be carried into the final answers

Example
Check

e+11 +1
4:1 ,*4-1fr 'b .2 grams 6 ,. 2 groams \

4-.
3 8 ' grams

I
i 3 8 grams 4/ .

2 0 0 grams - 170 -0' grais
/
/

. r

S)*'A

'Also, the /unit of ch number must be the same in
performing these operation's.

12

ti
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Subtraction

Subtraction is the oppos,ite ofaddition. When we
subtract we -take part of a group away. from, the size of

.

.4 ,the group that is left. The'minus sign (-) indicates
4ubtraction.

Addition can be used tb check the su btraCtion'oPeratiOn.-
_1

Example

50:m1
-12 ml
38 ml°

4

-50 ml
.,-12 -ml

38, ml
50 ml

Multiplication
' 4:

Multiplication is a short methbd of adding a number
to itself a given-number of

Example

times.
.

20 + 20+

or'

20 .40'

X 3.

20 or

2

'60.

\S.

3:times 20 means

<,60'\
. A knowledge of the multiplition..tables fromtwo to .

. twelve is necessary. The sigliof multiplication is (X).ach mustigbe.kzpt in tts prope,r column. at all times.
MultiplicatiOn may bTcheicked by intercharigiug the
numbers.

xamples

ti

424
X 28
'3392
8148

11872

62
X 10
00

62

Tr2-0"

Check
ir

28
X 424

112
,56'

112

NOTE: The,product of any
number multiplied
by zero is zero'.

In thisexadplev a short cut
*

w.

3

be used.

-7-



.
Example

,

6.2M1

-X 10 .

*111
Always pe sure that /lumbers are kept in the'
proper columns and the,Units carried to the

.4 -

'00

final answer.
Division,

'Divisionis*the opposite of'multiplication./
AV

The sign of division is (..) such as 8 + 2. A iirdctior:L .

also indicates division: such as 8/2 or 8.
7

Division should be checked by multiplication.

, pcamtles-
50grams

2,50 grams/5 means 51250ams1
025

-8-

6532/47

0

Check

50 grams.
X 5

.1---250 grams'

// 138
47 ITTri

47
183
141
n--72

376

7-4T

In this example 46 is -referred' to as the re-
, maimier and should be expressed as a fraction.

ti

J

4

138 46.
47

Check: X 47
966

14.

552
648

+ 46
T7TT



. EXERCISES

t

1. Round the following numbers to the nearest hundred:

a. 952

b. 2304
4'

C. 7248

d. 10,263

2. Round the following numbers tt the nearest thousand:\--

a. 12,826

b. 5,556

. 97,1442

3. Perform the indicated-;operations:

a. 155 gr. b.. 962 gr. c. -261 gr.
+ 24 gr,. + 98 gr. - 79 gr.

d. 2478
984.

. /

g. 254 ml
X 50

e. 6,821
- 1,987

OOP

h. 5,242
X 162

,

f. 554 gr..

X 24

i. 14,004
X 550

las

.1

J .12454/65

i

(

k. 1368 gr./3 .1. 654 24

m.' 3481 + 21

1

15
-9-
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Lesson 3. Decimals Q5

dec allor decimal fraction.is special kind of
fraction w ose denominator is 10,100, 1000, 10,000 or
any, highe power of 10. A- fractimol 4q presents ,a part of
one whole/taking. A fractioh'indica;ps'th'at something 'has
been 'Gut orelivided into a number ,of equal parts. For
example, 'the following Circle is divided into four equal
parts.

One'Of the parts of the circle is sheded:
The

part
'fmay be represented by thepactien4144. The remaining

parts .may be represented by the faction 3/4. ,The tozotof.i
part of the,fracti6n is referred to -e,s the numerator aht
the bottom part of the fractionkis called the denominapor.

#3 2---NUmerator

4 -=--Denominator

To Illustrate 1 fraction as
,,,Ipeveral examples:

2

10 means 2 + 10 or 0.2

40.

a decimate, let

4

100 means 9_1. 100 or 0.04

The place value in decimals is shoved in Table C.1

O

us lotk at

Table C. 1

.9

4

4 .

0'
4J

r.0 .

7

4

w.

4
e 4.)

0

2.1,' 4 6

, -t
In the above number it can be seen that each,digit has a

411:,

-10-
. .



.g means 9a0,-.04 thEan-s'4/1G0,_
.007 means 7/1000 eta. All the numbers could be expressed'
as fractionsi, and added together., This"-would give the
number shown.

Again as with whole numbers decimals must also be
rounded off to indicate the accuracy of certain.measure-
ments. The same pules for wh*Ole numbers also apply to
decimals.

Examples.

4.1073 rounded to the nearest tenth is 4.1..
8.47 rounded to\the.nearest tents is 8.5.

Note that all decimals are dropped to the right
o .of those, rquired:

Po80.5123 roundeto the nearest thousandth is 80.512.
0.00754 rbunded,to the nearest thousandth is .0.008..

Addition

Decimals-are added in the same way that whole numbers
are added. Since or4y like decimals can be added, that is
hundredths to hundredths, and tenths to tenths, the numbers
are arranged in aavertiical column with the decimal points
directly below AVanother.

Examples.

4.5701 grams
+ 0.7430. grams
S.4131 grams

5'

. 'SP

0.284 Ih this exaniple zeros may 0.284
5.6 be added in order to keep 5.600 ,

+ 25. the numbers-in thlproi)er 425.000
O

It
columns.

30.884

Subtraereion --IN

Decimals. -are subtracted in the same way that whole
2numbers are subtracted.

txamples.
,

V

48-.5 ml 6.20 Answers may also be
- 197 ml - n.42.

ml -7777

.1.7

/
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A

Multiplication
, ,

In. multiplyin4 decimals multiply as yo do whole
.

numbers. Then, starting at the right, mark off as marry -'
plates in,the product as there are in the number's, multiplied

* ,

Examples.

/I

2.46 (2 decimal pla-9es-).
X ,8V(1 decimal place) .'

,
1.968 (3 deciMal'places), . )

,

.. . ,

26:
t

q421 (3 decimal places) .

,

X, 42 (0 decimal pfaces)
52 842

1056 84.
: .

. 1109.682 C3 decimal place).

4 25.43. grams X 4,90 = , 2.5.44*3lgrams

`IX' 100
00 00 ,

000.,0 ,

2543 '

ONO 254340 grams
,,

,

,_
or

25.43 grams
.

X 100 .. ,
fts*

2543.00 xgra:ind
t

,

.. Alyays be sbre that
.

the numbers are tept in the
_proper'Ncolutrips.

.1
*Division' . r ,.

'
- _

.. .s.- - Whe'n dividing.a d i al by a bileciwl, the following_- -1,,
steps should be follow . .% .

.

' 1) 4Y1oV-the decimal poinf-61--Trie divisor to
he right*Sof tlie last digit and inaicb.te-

%. where' the new,deciMal point witil

/ 27 Mave the deeimaa point of the dividend to
the right the sa.re number of places as
the decimal point wä b moved in tile'divisQr,
annexing .zeros if necesSary. ,

, ..-- r;

1 '

.
. - .

"

;:18
I

ef

1 II II I I
4
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..'

3) Place the decimal point in the quotient -
directly above the new decimal, point in the /
dividend., , r

..

Divide4) 'Divide in the same, way .a. s ih the division o!
-whoae..numbers.

er

, ' .V.44.--Q.uo tAie net
3.6.85/8.9 = (48\94(36.4,50 etDividend

Divisor 35 6 3 -

--, I 25 , "
89

, a 360",L,
. ,.. .36 ..1ChecksI 14 '.

I /.

4.14
. X. 8..9

3726
3312.
36,814

'36.850

. . ...- . .., .
The number of placers that .-thdt answer shz?-141ti .be

a.carried out is governed -by the xccur, a.cy of ;t1-1
melsurilng "devices.

.4, 1 P

147'gtams
42 trams./ W814 .284 42.000°

28 4\

13,'6Q
11, 36 -

`2, 2'4

1- 9

2.

0.147 rounded to the nearest hundredth would be,
-.4. 0 .15 grams .

'-

1

1

.
q

V

.

A.

Ti

r

IF
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EXERCISES'

Round thd following' numbers to the nearest tenth

a. 26.423

b.. 2.15

ce 62.4.91

2. Round the,fbllowing numbers to the nearest thouAndth:

Ala. 0.6894

b. ...0.0021,9

c. '64.23555

3. Perform the indicated/ operations:

a. 5.62 gr. b. gr. c. 48.7 ml
+ 9.78 gr., - 9.8 ml

d. 24.6291 gr. e., 24.62 f. 264 ml
-21.9764'gt. x. 21 x 10

'h. 2.431/0.8 i. 92/104
x .48

:144,24.0-4

20

4

I
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Lesson .4. Formulas

1

= *4

'A f'ormul'a is an &luation.that'is used in s lying math---
ematical expressions. Fn using formulas, combi ations
of..whale'numbers and.detimals are"included. T e operations
of addition, subtraction,,muItiplication and diyision are
4.1so included. An-equation is a'statement that one expression".
is equal. to a second expression.

Examples.

a + b = /c is an equation

If a ',4 and b = 3 then c = 7. Expressed as an'equation
-then-'4+ = 7. iOne side of an equation must always equal

thep'other side. Remember also that the equation tells
which mathematicalltperations mustqbe performed.

4
Mixed Operations .

To solve examples containing parentheses, do the work
within the parenthese6 and proceed in.the,usual way. Within
parentheses and 'exatples without parentheses do multiplication
frOm left to right before doing 'additions and ,subtraction.

,-"

Examples.

1. 3 X 6 r 2

, 18 - 2 ='16
6 , .

If the subtraction 'hadtheen pei4rmed first theff the answer
wb/u/d have been 12, which is incorrect.

-

2. 54 120
=:54 [20
= 54 + [20
= 541.'10
= 5.4 itY

- (7+
4:(10r]
= 10]

X 6

_3)] =

(24 - -31
) 2

,.

a) 21 X

'

6

2

I

.1 I

4

I
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Next multiplicatiOn or division may'be
-performed

b) Multiplication 1st ,126 63
2 5

3

c) ) Division 1st 21 X g 63

1 t

Cancelling ractors in step ,3 is an allowable,short cut.
It should also be mentioned that cancellation of units
may be done ,simultaneously.

4. (221 - 62) (24)

6

= (159) (244) '

1.

:0

636

5. Given the following equation.

A (B-C)

and the values

B = 24,7a6mg
C = 24,720mg
D = 0.05 liter

Solve the equation,forA.

*a) A = (24,736 mg - 24,720 tg),
.05 liter

= 16 mg.-2
.05 liter

= 320-mg/liter

46.

Note how the-units were carried all the way'
9 to the final answep. .,

. .
. .

22



EXERCISEa

.1. Solve the following expresiions:

a. 21 + (62 - 3).=

b. (6 ..(1247, 9) =

Ir

c. (21'X 3) (6 + 2) =

d. (22.4 - 21.1) (100)
50

2. Givan the following formula:
0

A = (B-C) (1000)
D

Find & iwhenB =,.24.623 grams'
C = 20.-6197 gramsde
D = 50 nl

3. Given-the formula:

A = B X C/D

FindiA when '13 =, 20..1 ml

C e 0.0375 N
D ='15.0 ml



Lesson 5. i Percentage.

Percentage is a term used to denote thata whole
quan-pity divided into 100 equal parts is taken as the
vtandard 6f'measure. The word percent 'means per hundred.

' The percent sign` ( %) is the' symbol.for4 pemento.ge.
4,

Examplos%
.

.--
. . .

% 1. A ballplayer' had 30 hits per 100 hundred
' times at bat.. Therefore he had 30/100
- (30 per hundrec or

30
X 100 = 30%100 -

Note!! The expression was multiplied by
100 to arrive at a % value.

2. A hunter hit 150 bullseyes out of 300 shots.
Therefore

50
ILO
70-0- xAco,QC=.5096

Efficiency.measurements are usually expressed in terms
of/percentage such as: --

210 pounds of pollutant were coming into a
treatment plant and20 ounds were being dis-
charged. What is the e ficiency.Of the plant?

-18-

Then: 220 - 20
229

X 1 0

= 200
X 100

220

= .91 X 100 = 91%

% Efficiency

Efficiency is sometimes referred to as % removal.

'24
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A basic equation for calculation of % removal is:

% Removal = (A-B) X 100
A

= Amount"or concentration of a particular
constituent in the trifluent.

B = Amount or` concentration of a particular
constituent in the effluent.

-1
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EXERCISES

1, Express the following decimals'as perc4ntages.

a. 0:02

b. -0.9;

c. 0:41

2. --Solve the following expressiohi

-20-

4

a. 450 - 21
450 X 100

b. 121 -, 10
121 X 100

t

Express the answers as percentages.

2 6'

ti

)

A.
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ANSWERS

Module 11.Lesson 2
0

The Metric System

kilo = 1,000
centi = 1/1013 or 0.01
milli = 1/1000 or 0.001

3. 20°C,.

4. 1 liter
1 meter.

1. a. 1,000
b. 2,3,00
c. 7,200
d. *10.2300

2. a. ...1j,,000

Lesson 2

-.Whole Numbers

0

%

141

b. S,000
c. 97,000

3% a. 179 gr.
b. 1,060 gr.
c. Z82 gr.
d.. 1,4.94

e. 4 834
f. 13,296 gr.

12,700 ml.
h. 1149,204- . s
i. T,702,200
j. 191 35/65

4 k.
1. 27 1/4 el

m.. , /165 16/21r.

4.

27
. ,

ro

r

f
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fro

4
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a

1. a.

b.

2. a.

b.
c.

3: a.
b.
c.

ANSWERS
4k.

Module 1, Lesson 3

Decimals

26.4
2.2

624.9

0;689
'0.002
64.236

,5.91 gr.
13.4.67 gr.
38.9 ml.

,d. 2.652,7 gr.
e. 517.02
f. 2640 ml.
g. .2995
h. 3.038
i. .884
j. 36.05

`Lesson 4

'Formulas

1. )a. '80

b. 12
7.87

^d. 2.6

2. 0.084 grams/ml

3. 0.059N

1.. a. 2%
b. 92%
c. 41%

2. a.
b.

r

95%
91%

Lesson 5

.
Perqpnrage

28
a
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MODULE II,

CHEMIC46.LABORATORY

_ The analyses required under the permit syst
will"for the most part be performed ira chemical laborapry.
The sectionsthat follow will cover the basics of the
cliemical laboratory.

A. Wety
B. Bench Sheets and Notebooks
C. Labeling
D. Names and Formulas of Compounds
-E. Care and Use of Equipment

.

F. Matter
`G. Solutions'
H. Use of Laboratory Balances
I. Volumetric Analysis

The format used for part of this section is referred:to
as Standard Operating Job ocedure (SOJP). It has 'been
modified kemewhat.to m t the needs of this laboratory
course.

t-

Lesson 1. Laboratory Safety,

-Learning laboxltdry safety habits is something like
.learning to driNie an automobile safely. at the start it
takes deliberate effort, but when properly,4arned it
becomes 'almost s cond-nature. Safe practice in the
.,laboratory.requi es hardly any more effort than unsafe
'practice,o6d the important results are prevention of
injury or dathage.' The laboratory is provided with
equipment designed-to help prevent accidents from occuring
and to prey nt or i-edute injury pr damage. if accidents,
shou/d .octSr: You, must use the equipment provided for the
prevention di accidents (such as safety- glasses and fume
hoods,*tp...pIt is also .necessary to know the' location
and underbtand the operation ,of safety equipment for damage
reduction-due to accidents (such as
eye washes, etc). -

The safety equipment and procedures for
operating

follow'in the next section.

w. 2-9

it I

-23-



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: &MEAL LABORATORY.
I

V

4

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPEEIFICATIONS

A. SAFETY

1. Safety Shower Burn 1. Pull on the cheinior ring
ing Clothing or (as shown in the diagram).
Clothing Wet with
Corrosive Liquid

ft

2. Eye Wash
Corrosive or Irri-
tating Chemical in

-24-

1. Remove safety glasses and
bend over until your eyes
are directly in the dual
streams of water.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

A

la. Water will flow at a very high rate and continue- I.

to flow after you release the'ring.

lb. Ifdeyes are affected, look up toward the show."'
head to flush them.'

lc. If clothing is soaked with toxic or corrosive
material, remove your clothes.

la. Hold eyes open with your hands.

2. Rine-thoroughly until all 2a. 15 minutes is the'recommended minimum time.
of foreign material is 0e-
moved.

A

31



BASIC LABO TORY SKILLS:, CHEMICAL LABORATORY

k
OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

3.-Fire Extinguishers 1. Remove the .unit from its
Carbon Dioxide and mount and,bring'it close
Dry Chemical Type.., to he fire area.

41Y-

4. Fire Blanket,'
Burning Clothlag

32

v.

'2. Pull the repiner ring.

3. Point horn at thebase of
the file.`

4. Squeeze the handle.

'

1., Pull rope on side of
cabipet. -

2. Begin unwinding blanket
and wrapping person se-
curely inside. :

1.9

la. Carbon dioxide extinguishers may be used on both.
electrical and chemical fire.

lb. If a poll of burning liquid,is involved, the dry
chemtcal type should -be used.

lc. Fire hoses and "soda-acid" extinguishers are good
for paper, wood or other commok combustibles but.

' are not goocrchoices for some chemical fires apd
would never be used'on electrical fires.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

-25-
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

RATING PROCEDURES

5. General First Aid
Kit Minor Burns

6 and Cuts.

6. Fume Hood Venting
of Toxic, Flammable
and Unpleasant Va-
pors and Dust.

11

STEP SEQUENCE.

1. General first aid instruc-
tions will be available on
kit and should belgllowed.

,

1. Check air exhaust system.

n on fan an close fron
- sbield to within one inch

of bench top."

t

3. Ihe air flow into the hood
should now be strong enough
to cause paper to "flap in
the breeze" when it is held
in the opening. ,

7. Safety Glasses 1.

MUST BE WORN AT ALL
TIMES IN THE LABORA-
TORY.

(Continued),

Upon entering the labora-
tory, obtain a pair of
safety glasses and wear
them.

0

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE, NOTES

la. In addition to treatment of minor burns and cuts,
the kit should contain medication to neutralize
the effects of.sbre toxic materials. It should
also contain chemicals to induce uomiting as well
as substances t6 help revive fainting victims.

la. The hood as shown is similar to most laboratory IV.

benches. It will include a sink, water spigots,
gas and electrical services. The hood area is
enclosed on three sides by a solid barrier and
at the front by a safety glass'shield which may
be raised or lowered.

la. Safety glasses are usually made of transparent
plastic or of hardened safety glass.

lb. Safety, goggles are made to fit over regular
'glasses.

I
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS:, CHEMICAL LABORATORY

I

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPEOIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUID NOTES

7. Safety Glasses
(Continued)

B. Vapor Detection

9. Add Burns

' 10. Alkali Burns

36

1. Do not hold face directly
over a container when
noting an odor.

2. Fan a little of the vapor
toward yOur nostrils by -
sweeping your hand4 ovgr
the top of the container.

s

1. Wash immediately with large
amounts of cold water.

2. Flush with a sodium bi-
carbonate (baking soda)
solution to neutralize the
acid.

1. Wash i ery:Hith large
amounts ld water.

2. Flush with a boric acid
solution.

2a. A l0-20%-solution is recommended. This solution
can'be purchased'commercially.

2a. A saturated solutidn is recommended. This solu-
tion cavalso'be purchased coMmercially.

-27-
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES

11. Acid Dilutions

STEP SEQUENCE

a

12. Specific Regulations

that Should be Fol-
lowed in the
Laboratory.

36

-28-

. A.
.41

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPEOIFICATICKS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

1. When diluting any concen-

trated acid especially
sulfuric acid, pour,the
acid slowly into the water.
NEVER reverse the order.
T-Steam may form with ex-
plosive, violence.)

1. Read the label twice before taking anything from
the bottle.

2. Never return unuse& chemicals to, the' stock bottle.

3. Do not insert your own pipets or medicine droppers
into the heagent bottles.

4. Do not lay the stopper of the bottle down in such
a manner that it picks up impurities.

5. Do not heat,heavy glassware such as volumetric
flasks, graduated cylinders, or bottles; they

-break easily.

39
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iTRAINING GUIDE NOTES

I. Safety Showers"

0

The valye handle of the safety shower should be rigidly
fixed and plainly labeled. The valve should readily open:in'
either direction afft4 remain o'pen until intentionally closed.
Water flow pressure must be sufficient to drench the subjects
rapidly. The shower area must be kept clear of obsti-uctions
and drainage provided where possiblei tempered (not colt)
water of drinking purity should be used in safety showers.

II. Eye Washes

If emergency eye-wash fount ains are used, they should deliver'
a gentleW.ow of clean, aerated water. A hand-held eye wash
spray with a.5-foot how is more adaptable to unusual situaion;
ipcluding_head and body spla'shes, but should not be-located
where it can be contaminated' by wastenaterials. -Eye wash
devices or hoses should be flushed Zt%least weekly, It must
be understood by all that eye protection is infinitely more

, c
III. Fire Extingusher

.

i 4

Fire extinguishers'in the laboratory should be appropriate
(up to 10-1b. charge) for rapid use. There should be at least .

one for eachworkbench. Dry Chemical (pressurized. bicarbonate
powder') fire extinguishers_may be preferred for pertain areas, .

but carbon dioxide is satisfactory for most small fires and is
c earTrTo

o.use.
Extinguishers shouldbe recharged promp ay .--..

ter
y .

0"1
ter use or whenever regular monthly weight check indica es 1.

more than 20 percent loss of-carbon dioxide. Dry ...-- chemica powde-
eXtinguishers can be repvessurized when slightly below no mal
pressure:, If, however, the pressure is substantially loei'
than the operating pressure, the extinguisher should be serviced
to Correcta leak. kt least one large back -u fire a4riguisher,
of .dry chemical powder type should be conveni ly -2)6cated

- outside each laboratory.

"IV. Fume Hood

Fame hoods should be sufficiently effective sd that supstahces
altn strong odors, such as mercaptans and pyridine,'are not "'
detectable by the laboratory worker. A 100-linear ft/min flow

11.

.40 -29-



ae a stindard height above the hood Surface of -the open hood
.iS the minimum ha. t is considered satisfactory. Flow varies
markedly near the surface. (Velometers should be used to survey
hoOds on a regular schedule and the results postedon the hood
face,) Vans sliould'be looted on the roofsso that all ductwork
in the building is under -negAtkive pressure.]

4

I

4.
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Lesson 2. Bench Sheets and Notebooks.

In any labtory analysis it i necessary' that the records

of all work performed be kept in a order. Bench sheets

are used for day to day records of specific parameters such as

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD),,Suspended Sol. , etc. A

sample BODstencfi sheet is shown below.

SAMPLE S U
- BENCH SHEET B.O.D. DETERMINATIONS

_ o
,DATE.COLLECTE'D IN OUT NO. D.O. D.O. MG/f,

-

DIL.

-,.,-,..,'.

MG/L

,

i

. . .

. .

.

,

-
.

;.

..

..

.
.

. - .

. .
. .

, I

I

1

4
.

, o

.

.

.

.
. 4

4,
1

1

a
.

.
. .
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The information that is contained on4e bench sheet should
include, the following:

.1. Date

Always record the date the sample was taken., It is further
recommended that the time also be noted, since comparison
with other data will be more, rAlevant.

1

2. Sample Designation

ay This should be included so that the exact sampling point
is knoWn,. It-is recommended that a rough schematic of the
plant be, available so that the sampling points can be coded.

'i.e. Influent #1
Primary Effluent #2

Secondary Effluent #3
Final .Effluent #4 41

On the previous Bench .Sheet, enter the,followingiinfOrmation, 0-'

in the proper format. A sample of finaa effluent was taken .

from the La Plata Treatmenf Plant at 9:00 a.m., December 19,-1974
forBOD Analysis. , 4

The type of sample, whether it be grab 9r composite should
also be recorded., It should also be noted whether-or /lot a.
preserIiative was added. If it Oas, then the type and, amount
should:also be written on the label.

ry

3. Equipment Designation

The equipment that is used for a paiticular analySis
must be coded in such a way that it reflects** exact
For example in the above BOD analysis, eight bct.tlea.Willjoe
used. Thair numbers will indicate thei iaelttabffcation-and
shouldg2rrelate with the Final EffiuentThample... Ente Cher y

,Ifollowing numbers on that sheet, 62, 114,0,8,,,284,11,S2,-
48, and 101; If we had been sampling a/I four points in
the plan't and used eight bottles -for eadh point then thirty -'
two numbers would be recorded. TherefOre it-is absolutery,
necessary that the equipment; whether'i be BOD bottles or ;
crucibles be recorded accurately.

O

4. Raw Data

This type_ of informatiOn includ-ristWetghts; volume of sample,
-etc. In the above ex#mple tht taw.ediNa.. would be Initial D.O. /

and .final D.O.

In the above sheet the following result's were obtained:

#6A
-4114

Initial, D.O.
8.3 4W-4

Enter these nu"%ers,on your bench sheet.

./ 4 4

knal D.O.

$

I

J. 4e

-33-
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Whenthe results have been tabulated the bench sheel should
placed in a permanent b27der-for future reference.

The laboratory notebook is also a necessity for the la'y;ratorY
worker. Its purpose is- to_have a permanent rta.ord'i.
phases of the analysis as it was perforrfted. It may appear
that some information is being duplicated but for the most part
it will include the additional informatioa necessary to make
the analysis complete. In addition to the five points previously
covered, the follgiwing information should be included in the
notebook.-

.

6 Observation of Abnormal' Conditions

- In a suspended solids determination accurate weights
of crucibles and filter paper are at'solutely necessary. If-the , 4
type of balance4used in the analysis is changed, it should be
recorded in the notebook. If in, the final weighing, the crucible
iri i advertently touched with the hands, this should also, be
,rec rdeci. Many'variances in final results can be found by
s ly referring back to this section in the notebook.

.

7. Calculations 100

In the computation of 'iqe final results in the previous
arlalyses,.the mar r ii which they were arrived at would be
included in the notebook.

For Example:

Depletion (mg/1) = Initial D.O. -,Final D.O.
= 8.3 - 4.2
= 4.1 mg/I

BOD (mg/1). = Depletion
% Dilution (as a decimal)

= 4.1
.50

-= 8.2 mg/1

The use of bench sheet and notebooks then is desgped, so that
we will have a clear and concise record of everything chat is
pertinent to a certain analysis. Do not rely on yourinemorv"
for specific, details such as: Which balance did I use?

for influent? Where'iss.the paper towel
0. readings? 'dine bench'IShana_notebook
items'that you need for your day, to .

What crucible was us
that had the Initial
shol.$1,01 be the only t
day record keeping.

-34- 45
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STEP

B.2

ti

Om-

Typical LabOratory Data Sheet

'for.

'TOTAL SUSpENDED,(NON-FILTERABLE) SIDS, mg/liter

Name of Plant

SUSPENDED SOLIDS SAMPLE SAMPLE

V

SAMPLE

Identification

B.2 Type (grab, etC.),

Date & Time Collected

Sampfe Collecto

Filter Identification

Date & Time Analysis began

ml Sample Filtered 4Ib

1st weight of Filter*
plus Residue (g)

2nd weight of Filter*
plus Residue (g)

Difference (1st-2nd)

3rd weight of Filter*.
plus Residue (g)

.Difference (2nd-3rd)

Final weight ofFilter*
plus Residue (g)

Weight of Filter* (g)

Find Difference (g).by subtracting
Line 14 from Line 13,

Divide'to 7 decimal places:
15).difference (g)

(line 7),m1 sample filtered

Multiply Line 16 by,1000 000
(move decimal po4 int 6 places RtRt.)

Round answer on Line 17
to nearest Whole number.

'4

INS #1 1

'

GRAB 2

5/1/74 0900 3

Tom Sampler 4

WG2

5/1/74 1100 6

67,0 7

0.1426 8

0.14Ti 9

0.0010 16

0.1413 11

0.0003 lt

0.1413 13

0.1293 14

0.0120 15

0.00017914 16

179.1.-
17

179 mg/1 18

Mary Analyst 19

*411ter" means the tilt& disc if a funnel type filtration assembly is uself. If Gooch
crucible are used "filter" means the crucible containing a filter disc.

1 .
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Lesson 3. Labeling

When a chemical or a piece of equipment is used for a
specific analysis; I st should have some type of identification.
When you prepare a chemical frpm a .stock container (purchased
fr a supply house), you must identify that chemical properly.
The ?tack container will have all the necessary information
on its label. A genera41,format for labeling reagent bottles
is as follows.

Ae

Date

ChemicalName
Chemical Formula

Concentratiop

1111,
Initials

In preparing a chemical reagent a, specific procedure would
. 44!e as follows: ,

'41-lirepare a sAfuric acid solution 10% by volume by pouring
10 ml of concentrated 'sulfuric acid ,(-12SO4), into 90 ml
of distilled water. Cool the solution to roomtemperature
and, transfer to a storage ,bottle.

The label should be:

Sulfuric Acid
H
2
SO

4
10% by Volume

W
12/.19/74 ,, WTE

All nece-sSary'information has been-included on the label to
properly:identify it.' It takes a little more time but it i
well worth it in the long run.

s.,

Several labeling tools are available, and each has its
- ,place in the laboratdry. Most beakprs and flasks will have a
hexagon space of ground glasS which can be used to identify it.
<-2DA lead pencil should be used for this.type of marking.

'Grease.pencils ate primarily ,use% for test,tubes. It should.
be, noted that the grease pencil marking will readily rub off.
When porcelain is labeled, a special technique &Mould be used,
since the item will be repeateily heated and cooled. An etching
device such as a Vibra-Groover , should first be used to put
either a number-or letter on the item. Next the etching should
be filled in'by rubbing it with a stick dipped in 1% Ferric
Chloride ,(FeCl3) solution (can either be prepared or commercially
purchased0. The porcelain crucible or other item is then placed
in a muffle furnace (ApproximatAly 600?C) and fired for 10
minutes. After, cooling the porcelain ready for use.
Whatever labeling techniques you use, be consistent, and remember
,that the label'is intended not only for convenience but also for
safety.

4 7
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Lesson Names and Formulas of Compunds-

In virtually every chemical analysis, the name and formulas
of Chemical compounds appear. Compounds, are pure substances
that are composed of two or more elements. Elements may be
rel.errpd to as the basic buildi blocks offt'all substances.
At preaent there are 105 element known. Thee elements
are shown in the.periodic table below.*

Periodic Chart of the Elements
Atomic
Number

7." vi .,17 Name

Na
Symbol

r.

3
Na Mg

1118 1V13 ye VIB V113 -- VIII IB 118

19 20 21 ^22 237 24 25 28 7---27 7 28 29 30
, C.. It.tmos Tura Oow. as Ca.. CMS .'704

IIIA ,OVA VA VIA VIM

5 6 1 7 8 9

e

Ncbte
Gases

2

He
10 .

%Ow ;xis.- M, 14t. TM.4,44 Inte

B C N 0 F Ne,
13 14 15 1 16 ' 17 18

16.... V.c.. ; Plasson Sew Aire ' rise

1 Al Si ' P -i S CI Ar;
31 32 33 34

i
35 -4 36

, Rr:
K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Gae-Ge As SS Er Kf
37 38 39 40 41 ' 42 , 43 44 45 , 46 47 : 48 49

._
50 51 52 ; 453 54444 .4. Prima. 4414. /.c... [04 41... 114.Xes. let.... hats. OK. ' A141.4. . SA".4 4 1 tAr..... .4.. ; T. .....4 IV.. ' 1r- m ' Ink.

5
Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh F Pd Ag Cd: In Sn Sb Te I .Xe,

.
SS , 56 57 72 73 ' 74 75 76 77 78 ' 79 j 80 81 : 82 83 84 85 86i .tr,... t,.. lol.. HU... T.A. 4.4.. be,.... 0.... .4-.a ' PUNK. 6,41 . 4644Cmi TWA. 1.141 .... Net. Aar. : /42.

Cs' Ba La HI Ta : W 'Re Os Ir Pt i Au.1 Hg TI : Pb Bi Po At An
87 88 89 104 105'nADO

Fr.,... tif,11 10 'W. 1.11a knows
151nas

Fr , Ra Ac Ku Ha.;.
. .-.

i n r 59 " T 31teme he.- iw 1 Masao,
Lanthanide Series 1 W1...4. I

P

6 Ce r' l'ild I Pn?

62 r 63 64 65 1 66 1 67 I 68 469 7 70 +71
twine I.e.. wee.. Tell. j Immo. I Wpm flow NM. r 714.4. Wk.

Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy !, Ho Tm Y I Lu.
jt 4.

/ r 90 f 91 92 I 93
.

94 95 98 97. 98 ! 99 ! 100 101 1 2 103

1 1
1

1

I Lame".Actinide Swiss
liven how.. Iltio. ; 41601.4. I NUM. bAt cal Woe 1.44 Wort I insInm. i frays ..1.01.41.01

A-,-.

7

,in . Pa U 1 Np I Pu Am Cm1 Bk , Cf. , Es
L

Fm , Md; o i Lr
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* Takeh from: Foundations ef.College Chemistry, Third Ed. by
Morris Hein, Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc., Encin , California,
19
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I Each,element has a p articular symbol. The symbol is
an abbreviation for that element., The e/emehts
,numbered (located above the symbol) 1 thrOugh 92 occur'
naturally (i.e.1can be found in,earth's crust, water or
the atmosphere). Elements numbeting 93-105 do not occur
naturally but have been synthesized in small quantities in
-thelaboratory. The symbols that are used to represent the _/,
e.ements are also used to represent compounds: For example
the compound NaC1 represents the combination of sodium (Na)
(#11) and chlorine (C1 #17) and its name is sodium chloride.

All the chemical procedures that'are included in this
course will always refer to a compound with its formula'
and name together. For example: Prepare a 10% by,volume
sulfuric-acid (H2SO4) sol6tion by .. Weigh out 186.15
grams of sodium thiosulfate (Na2S203) . . In several of

' the chemical formulas. you will note that subscripts are used.
The subscript tells how many atoms of that element are -
contained in the compound. In water (H )-there are two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxyge The subscripts
help to differentiate one compound from other. The
compound hydrogen peroxide (H202) although similar to water

-is obviously not the same since there'are 2 atoms of oxygen
in the peroxide and Only 1 atom in the, water.

In choosing the proper chemical for an analysis, it
cannot be overemphasized that the name and formula that
occur on the label of the chemical must match the name
and-formUla in the procedure that has been given. Several
names may appear to be-correct because of similarities in
spelling, such as:

sodium sulfate Na
2
SO

4
and

sodium sulfite Na2S03

These are not the same. 17he sulfate compound has one more
_ oxygen atom than the sulfite., Another minor spelling
variation would be potassium nitrate KNO3 and potassium
nitrite KNO2. What is the difference here?

Ahother variation and, in fact, a very important property
of compounds,is the 'addition. of 'the word anhydrous to the
name. This. means without water. The chemical has been
prepared (at the factory).without water. If the chemical
does have Waterrin it, it wit.171,be referred to as a hydrate,

.txamples.

-38-

Sodium Thiosulfate Pentahydrate (Na2S203 5H20)
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10

This means that the compound has 5 water molecules associated
with it. Notethat the prefixes to the word hydrate are
mono, di, tri, tetra, penta, hexes, hepta, octa, nona,
and deca referring to the numbers 1 through 10 respectively.

calcium Chloride, (CaC12)

This means that the compound contains no' water.

When choosing a chemical for a particular analysis, the
stock chemical bottle must'be studied very carefully. It
contains a label that gives the name of the Compound as
well as the formula. It also contains (CAUTIONS) such as
explosive, toxic cpoisonous). The hazards presented by thgse
chemicals c/re not evident from appearance, smell, or every-
day knowledge. Hazards must be foreseen and avoided. It
is safest to assume that all chemicals, even water if not
safely handled, can be hazardous. Read the label completely
and follow the warnings trait are indicated. The label will
also mention any additional storage requiiements that might
be neicessary fo'r a particalar reagent suc as [Store at
25°C]. The purity of the themicll is also indicated.
Analytical or Reagent Grade is the hignest purity. The
amounts of impurities are shown on the label. The word ACS
(AMerican Chemical Society)also might be shown.. This also
means reagent grade. A lower grade of chemical would .be

10 laboratory or practical grade. Usually, amounts of impurities
would not belted on this label. A sample 1:abei is shown__
below.

Na2S203.5H2n,

SODIUM THIOSULFATE
"(cystals)

Reagent, A. C.' S.

5 lbs. CAUTION !!Ls

Emits Toxic Fumes When
--
Heated°

Keep,container tightly closed.
Do not take internally.

The exercises on the following pages consist ofvarious check
lists andconsumable supply lists.- For every chek list
there iS aconsumabTe supply list. Complete these as the

. directions state.

50 -39-
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CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES I

1. 480. manganous sulfate tetrahydrate, MnSO4.4H20

2., 500 g. sodium hydroxide, NaOH

3. 125 g. sodium iodide, NaI

4. 10 g. sodium azidel NaN3

5. 4 plastic weighing boats

6. 1 small size spatula

7. 1 medium size spatula,

8. 10 g. soluble starch

9. 0t
ml chloroform

10. 186.15 g. sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate, Na2S203.5H20

11. 6'g. potassium biiodate (or potassium biniodate) KH(I03)2

12. 3 g. potassium iodide, XI

13. 10 pl concentrated 'sulfuric acid, H2SO4'

14. pen or penci,1

'15.' paper ( to record data)

51
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CHECK LIST - I

Chemical Names:

Place number from-"consUmable list I by matching name.

Sodium Nitrate , 0

b. Sodium Thiosulfate, Anhydrous

c: Sodium Thiosulfate. Pentahydrate

. d. Carbon Tetrachloride

e. Manganese Hydroxide

f. Manganous Sulfate Tetrahydrate

g. Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate

h. Potassium Bichromate

i. Sodium Iodide

j. Sodium Fluoride

k, Potassium Biiodate

1. Sodium Sulfite

-42-

m.. Sodium Thiosulfite

n. Dilute Sulfuric Acid

o. Sodium Azide

p., Sodium Acetate

q. Concentrated Sulfuric Acid

r. Soluble Starch

I

5 2 /

0
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CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES - II

1. Small wad of cotton

2. 110g. .gptassium dihydrogen phosphate,'KH2PO4

25 g. dipotassium hydrogen phosphaie, K2HPO4

4. 35 g. disodium hydrogen,phosphate heetahydrate, Na2HPO4.7H20

5. 3 g. amthonium chloride, NH4C1

6. 25 g. magnesium sulate,heptahydrate, MgS0

7. 30.g..anhydrouscaicium chloride CaC12

8. 1 g. ferric dhloride, FeC13

0

no'

9. Manganous sulfate solution *, alkaline'iodide azide solution*,
starch solution*, standard sodium thiosulfate solution*, and
concentrated sulfuric acid*.

10. pen ,or penci

11. ,paper (for cordfng data)

12. grease pencil 4

* As ;listed- in the EMP on the Winkler Determination of Dissolved Uygen
-Pzide modification.

a'
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CMECK LIST - II

$ r ,

1

Names:

Place mber from "consumable" list by matching'name.
.41

a. Calcium Chloride Dihydrate I

b.' Sodium Chloride

c. Ammonium Chloride

d. 'Ferrous Chloride

e. Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate

f. Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate

g. Ammonium Chlorate

h. Calcium Chloride, Anhydrous

i. Ferric Chloride

j. Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate

-44-
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'1.

2.

4.

-.z.

CONSUMABL4-!4UPP ES-.
-4

/fr.e. IP 4 r
721...8 mg anhydrous.-pbtassiuM !prate, KNO

9 3*

5.0 g sodium Irsvit; NaAs02.
.

salfate.,.C23H20.2,04)2.H2S0,47H20

0%1 g sulfanilic'acid, NE2C6H4i4p3H.H201

I I I

3 ml ooncentrateid.hAroChlori c aci

500 mr concentrated sulfuric-acid, H
?- it

tiSb

'300 g sodium chloride, NaC1
9-

. 6.3 ,
c

tl

4e

1

,

a

/-

4
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Chemibal Formtilae :

CHECK. LIST - III

place' the-number. from the "consumable!! list .by the matching formulk:

a KNO2

b. kel.

c. HC1 10'

v.

d.
3

a

e Na,C103

f. (C
24

H
28

N20

#

2
S 7Hp

g. NaAs02

h 40623H26
2S0

.7H
20'

-2
i . H PO 0

3- 4 . ..

j-.., NH2C644,,S01H.H20
'' '' . t

k.410H2S0.4

NaC10
0.

m. Nan
.

9

56
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CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES - IV
\

1. 134.g potassium sulfate, IC2SO4.

4

2. :200
l
ml concentrated-sulfotric acid, H2SO4

3 2 g red mercuric oxide, Hg0
11.

44. 25 ml 6N Sulfuric acid, H SO
2 4

5. 506 g sodiuMr hydroxide, Na0B

6. :25 g sodium thiosulfate pentahydraee

7. 200 mg methyl red jandicator

8. 100'mg methylene blue indicator,.

9. .151 m3. 95% ethyl alcohol, C2H5OH

1-0. 20 g boric' acid, H3i303

4

4

I,.

57- I
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CHECK I$ST -- iy

A

Chemical Formu<leT

place the number from nconSumabTh" list by the matching formula.
.a

a. HBi0
3

b. H'B 0
4 7

ka..,___

* .c. NaOH

.,,.

" ii;

,

-48-

d. Na2S203
.

e. H
3
B03/

f. 'tH
30H

g..Na
2
,S
2
0
3
5H

20

h. HO

i'. Hg2SN

j. KHSO4

Ic.. HO

1...,'.: C 2H

m. Na
2
S
2
0
3
H

2
0

*
n. . K

2
SO4

It.

t.

0., H
2
SO4

ii.
P. Na

2
SO

3
7H 0

o

L_

flo
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Care and Use of jJaboratory EquIpment ?.

The chemical iaboratoYy consists of a variety of equipment.
In order to perform the analysis, it is necessary that one is
familiar with all pertinent"glassware as.well as the major
equipment. Tile following listing of items;.with the correct,
proc4dures for handling are considered to be minimum. The
balance will bedisduseed in at' later chapter.

r

I.

A

O

9

;

a

ti
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BASIC LABORATARY SKILLS: CH.VIGAL*LABORATOR'Y

1

rr

'OPERATING PgCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

A. ,Laboratory Equipmdtt

1. Vacuum Systems

(a) Pump

ir

Check oil level it pump.

*2. Connect pump to appro-
priate apparatus such as a
filter flask.

3. Plug' into 110 outlet and
turn switch to CON')
position.

444

la. Oil level shoiild b/in grass bulb.

2a. Use thick walled vacuum tubing.

4

a. If the Pump does not. have a built in trap., then
one should beplaCed between the pump and flask.

To` /acuum
Pump

1.asstubing, "yo
Filter
Flask

-14

Witer%Trap

;--- 'Glass Bottle

1

.

3b. The trap will pratectithe- pymp parts from water:
or othe Oemical contaminates r ,,

4
3c. House'vktuum systems will be Availiiibleat the

1 abOratory bench. Thi s i s contebl Ted from a cen-.

tral vacuum pump with a'built-in Water trap:

81



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS. CHEMICAL LABORATORY .

OPERATING PROCEDURES

(b). Aspirator

fi

2. Laboratory Burner

Hottest part
Reducing zone --

Unburned gas

Barrel

Gas-
.

Base

62

41-- STEP SEQUIINCE

1. The aspirator is connected
directly'to the cold water
tap.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

2. Connect aspirator to appro 2a.

priate apparatus such as 2b.

a filter flask.

1. Connect burner to a source la,

of natural gas.:

2. Adjust the collar so that
a small amount of air en-
ters the barrel.

3. Turn th gas supply ori.
1

4. jaRen the dlevalve on 4a.

tft burner about 1 turn.

5. Light the flame. 5a.

6. Adjust the flame so that
the three zones are pre-'

Use thick walled vacuum/tubing.
The wateentrap, shown ion previous page, section
3a., should alto be used with an. aspirator since
the water fromthestap may back up in the filter-
ing apparatus.

If

con
may

ob

4

rcial gas lines are not available, self-
ined gas cylinders (propane, butane, etc.)

used.

If..the gas flow is insufficient, the burner will

"backfire",

A flinrstriker is recommended.

6a. The hottest part of the flame is
the top of the 'reducing zorle.

directly above

40

-51-,
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS:.. CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES

3. Drying,Oven

4. Hotplate an Stirrer

-52-

6

STEP SEQUENCE

. Plug into 110 volt outlet.

2. Adjust control on front -to
desired temperature.

4. Plug into 110 Molt outlet.

.2.Place,container,to be
heated or mixed on the
unit.

3. Turn the appropriate switch
'ON'.

1. Since all Waterstills
operate differently, the
individual instructions

accompanying the still-
should be followed.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

la. The drying oven is used to dry crucibles, glass-
ware, as well as various chemlcals. It should
have a heating capacity of up to 25NC Old be con-
trollable to + 0.50C.

2a. JJsually between 4 and 5 will give a temperature of
from` 100 - 1150C. Each oven should be calibrated
to the specific temperature that is required.

1 . Since many solutions/need to be heated, either a
hotplate or bunsen burner may be,used!

3a. The heating'and stirring units should'be able to
be' operated independently or together.

la. Distilled water is required in nearly every test
performed. High quality diit-illed water can be
obtained from several commercial- model's. The
capacity of a still should be d termined by

ally 1-2 gallons
laboratories. It

exchange system .to
the water still in order to produce "ultra pure,/
water.

speci-ficieeds of yobr lab. Us
per hour is sufficient for mos
is alto possible to add an 4o

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

.65
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICALLABORATORY

w

9PERATING PRCCEDURES

5. Wader Still
ontinued)

'6. Desiccator

66

STEP.SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS

1. Remove lid.

2. Add the Drierit4g)to.the
bottom.

31 Place the porous plate in
the container.

4. Grease the top of the con-
tainer and the bottom of
the lid.

5. Replace the lid, making
sure that it is air tight.

la. If the number of analyses to be performed in a.
laboratory is relatively small, the distilled wat
may ,be purchased from a commercial laboratory. It

should also be noted that a water still need to be
cleaned regularly. Consult the instruction manual
for specific details.

la. The desiccator is used for the storage of chemicals
or. equipment that must be kept'moisture free. It

contains awnhydrous material at the bottom such
as Drierite61. T4 L ontaine r may be either metal

fk,or glass.

lb. Glass desiccators sh uld be enclosed in metal
cages.

2a. Drierite(11) is a commercial name for calciuM sulfate
(CaS0A). Other anhYdrous materials such as silica/
gel may also be used. [,

er

_TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES 4

4a. Commercially stopcok grease is
saitisfactou.

1. If indicating DrieriteCis used, it will change
P

-from blue to red when it has absorbed its maximum
amount of-moisture. This particular type can be
regenerated-by placing it in an oven.at 200 °C un-
till the color changes back to blue.

5b. If hot crucibles or other hot items are being
* cooled, leave the. lid "cracked" open for about

. 5 minutes before sealing ,it airtight. This will
prevent implosions.

o.,

a
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

PING PROCEDURES

7.' Buret ,

s

a

STEP SEQUENCE

1. The buret is designed to
' deliver liquids tn a, con-

trolled fathion such that
;-additions can be made drop-
-wtse and final loolume de-

livere determined. The
stra 'ore, 50 ml capae-
ity wi .1 ml subdivi-
sions and Teflon stopcock
ins recommended for general
yse. 'Burets with larger
or smaller- capacities are:

also *able.

2. Fill the buret by:adding
the liquid witthaid, of a

funriel to the tog.with the
stopcock closed.

3. Bleed but the,tip,so that,
the orifice through the
stopcock and tip are free

.of air bubbles.

4. Dispensel4 liquid 4y
grasping e stopcock' with
the left h n leaving the
right hand free to agitate
the flask below.

5. Bead tip meniscus, after

. the required' volume has
been dispe'n.s d.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATI IS

qr

'/
2a. It should be,f lled well above the 0 ml mark..

5a.

5b.

f.

At.
.4 lk

ars. should be continued until the meniscus'(see
Welow) dt the of the buret reads 0 ml.

Meniscus

*

4

4" Correct eye level

Ark

TRAINING
%IDE NOTES

The difference between the final turet,Ifeading and
the initial Turet re ding will give the exact v
-vol ume_dispensed.

By thit me it is not necessaryto refill be-
tween'each -ration. Simply calculate the dif-
ference in buret reading as yourcontinue to'cijs-

.!pense theliquid. .

For example ml finished 20.2 /t4

. y .m1 Start 11.6
11 used: V

I
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CRAM:LABORATORY
=

1

OPERATING PRCEDURES

7. Bret (COntinued)
.

'8. Pipets

VOLUMETRIC
. PIPET

MOHR
7u. PIPET

STEP LEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFTCAfIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

11$

1. Deflate and connect a
rubber- bulb to the top of
the pipet.

Pipet

Bulb..

2; Allow liquid to rise
the.to0.

I Remove bulb and control
yolumpTth f4nger pressed

ghtiy to' the top of the: ' '

pipet.

5c. Be careful not to dispeAse below the 50 ml mark.
Measuring (Mohr) pipets can be obfaineol.from 0.4
ml to 25 ml with different subdivisions. Th

come in two types; those calibrated clear t he
tip. The'first type. is !ometimes referred to as'
"blow-out" pipet, since .it is necessary to force
the last drops out of the tip in order to deiivpr
the measured volume. The second type isbperated
similar to a buret. The -liquid is.drawn up into
the pipet and the desired volume delivered by
allowingthe liquid to drain out, usinlIthe
cus as the indicator of volume delivered.

la. The mouth is sometimes used to draw the liquid in-
to the pipet; however, it is not.recommendedf
since the solution might be str9ng acid, baSe or
some other toxic Solution.
In place of a rubberbulb, a commercially avall-
able automatic bull) may be used:

.

Deflate the -bulb before connecting to;the pipet so
that any contaminant in the bulbois riot forced in-
to the pipet.-

-
-55-
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BASIC .LABOATORY' SKILLS.: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

t'

OPERATING PROCUIpRES

8. Pipets (Continued)

STEP" SEQUENCE

9. 'Graduated 1nde'r

1hr

I.NFORMATION/OPEPA;ING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

Volumetric pipe are des.igned to give the greatest
accuracy in pipeis. They will delivak only one volume
and range in capacity from i Al to ZOO mT. Their
oper Lion is identical to the measuring pipets except.
fiat even.though they are designed'to deliver clear to
the tip, they are NOT the blow-out tve.. They. are

ca,lib-rated to deliver the presccibea volume by simply
touching the tip to tie side of the container for a
few seconds. The small drop,remaining in the pipet is
NQI include0 in the pr'escribed Volume of the pipet and
U.it should remain in the pipet tip.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

Graduated cylinders are used(tio.masure large volumes
of-liquid'and come in sizes /from 10 ml to 2000 ml,
Th6y-are calibrated "to.deliver" or "to contain". That

means inthe first case that if,the graduateis filled
ana the contents poured out, it will deliver, the pre-
scribed volume,. The drops left behind are not in-
cluded.in the prescribed voluthe.. In the second case,
if the cylinder is filled to the selected mark, it

. Containl the stated voluene,.but will not deliver this
volume when soured out.

Plastic cylinders are 'calibrated "to deliver andt9//
tontain"-because'water wilInot adhere to plastic as ,

it.does.to glass.

Graduated cylinders do notihave the accuracy of the
tric flask

\73



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORt' 41

OPERATING PROUOURES STEP SEQUENCE, INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

10. Volumetric Flask

Imo

Filter (Side Arm)
Flask.

k /\ 6

I

The volumetric-flask is designed to accurately measure
1.arge volumes of liquid, primarily in the preparation
of reagents amd standard solutions. They range in
size from 1, ml to 2000 maw This flask is designed "to
contain" and not "deliveF'. 4The last few drops of dis-
tilled water added to a volumetric flask to bring the
level up to the indicating line should be added from
a distilled 4410r wash bottle.

4

The Erlenmeyer flask is ,a general iourpose flask used
for containing and mixin solutions. ',They range in
capacity from 10 mi,to s ral liters. Although they
have,graduations on them, they arenot considered
volumetric glassware and should not be used for accu-
rate measurements of volume. The accuracy of the
graduations is usually + 5%.

The filter flask is essentially an Erlenmeyer flask I

with a side arm attachment to receive a vacuum hose.'
Filtration is accomplished by. placing a filter funnel
in the neckof the flask anedrawing the liquid throug
withthe aid of the vacuum. NOTE: Filter flasks may
implode if the glass has a weak spot or the vacuum is
too strong. Working behind aq'safety shield is sug-
gested.

'75
-57-

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTE.5
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY
41.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

13. Beaker

14..Funnels

58

76

1P.

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIMS

Beakers are non-volumetric pieces of glassware and
range in size from 1 ml to 4000 ml. Although they
have, graduations, they should n6t be used to measur
accurate volumes.

I

.TRAINING'
GUIDE NOTES

e

The chemical filtering-funnel is available in glass or
plastic. It comes in a variety of sizes. They are
used for accurately transferring chemical solutions.

1.

The powder funnel.is plastic and is used for trans-
ferring only solid chemicals. It also comes in a
variety of sizes.

41k
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES

14. Funnel/ (Continued)

15. Gooch Crucible

16. Walter's Adapter

STEP SEQUENCE JNFORMATIONYOPERATING GOALS/SPECIFIIKTIONS
TRAINING
GUIDENOTES

The 'Buchner funnel, usual' make of.porcelain but
available in plastic, is u d in solids determinations.
It is used in conjunction ffridth the filter flask.

The Gooch Crucible is used in solids determinations.
A piece of glass fiber filfer paper is placed.in the

crucible, as a filter media, prior to a suspended
solids determination.

As shown, the Walter's Adapter is used in the filter
flask to hold the Gooch Crucible.

t

59--



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: ,CIIEMICAL LABORATO3Y

4.

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE . INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFliATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

17. Reagent Stglege
. Bottles

18. OD Bottles

8V

Glass stoppered reagent bottles or plastic (screw cap)
bottles are available for storing prepared chemical
reagents. Strong bises such as sodium hydroxide
(NaOH)s tend-to freeze glas stoppers: Rubber or

plastic stoppers may be substituted in. this case.

I

)300 (Biochemical Oxygen-Demand) bottles are specifi-

cally d4igned for t% BOD test and have a. capacity
of 300 ml. They have matching ground glass stoppers
and are numbered for easy 'identification.
_

0

J

r

A

4

A

\ .
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a
WIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

;VOTING PROCEDURES

IP

STEP SEQUENCE

19. Squeeze Bottle #

4

Tongs*

trliouble.Buret Clamp
*

t *

,
r`

4P

INFORMATION /OPERATING- GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS

Plastic sqbeeze Nash) botile*are used to dispense
, distilled water during rinsing operatidns.

Crucible tongs are shown and should alwayi be used in
handling the Gooch CNcibles. There are other types
of tongs available such asbeaker tongi andevapora-
ting dish .tongs.

,

This clamp is designed to seoAdlY hr two burets.

4

r-

'

e

n

4

«

I

I

Aims
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BASIC LABORATORY-SKILLS! CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERAT,ING PROCEDURES STEP.SEQUENCE,

,22. Utility Clamp

23. Autoclave.

INFORMA4ON/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

The u,ility or combination clamp is used for thermom-
eters, pipets, glass tubing and a,yariety of other

glassware.

'

The autoclave is used for-sterilizing solutions,
b cterial growth media', and gl sware. It must have

0)i

e capacity to develop and'ho ,15 psi at 121°C for
a y length of time. Size is of important as long as
i is larg% enough to accomodate the volume of work
required, Bench top sterilizers are satisfactory as
long as they meet the ?hove requirements. Each auto-
elave is slightly different. Operating instructions
are included with the instrument and-should be read
prl:Fr to operation. Preferably, do not operate with-
o t the instruction -of someone familiar with the
o erationof your particular kdel. Use caution since
t e autoclave develops high pressure nd high tempera-
t es. Always remove hot items with ng or gloves.
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS:' CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPEWING PROCEDURES

24. Tilbes, Cture

25. Bottles

STEP SEQUEtiCE

It

26.Inoculatiort Loop

O

86

Is

/ _p

INFORMATIMOPERATIN GO LS/SPECUICATIONS

Thesetubes are available n a variety ofsizes with
either screw 'caps or snap caps. '

Dilution bottles are 12 ml'volumeglass bottles with
one calibration at 99 rril. They are used for bacterial
and sewage dilutions and can be autoclaved.-

.

A platinum wire loop with a 3 mm loop is used for
bactertplogical transfers. A wooden or aluminum handle
is acceptable, The loop is sterilized between trans-
fers, ting redglow*in a bunsen burner
flan*

*TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

I

S

a
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

if

,OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

27. Water Bath

28. Bench Moil,

Incubator

;

st 0-11

46

r

INFORMATIQN/OPERAING GOALS/SPECI.FICATIONS.

A water.bath at 44.5 °C + 0.2°C is'required fora",t-he 'I

fecal coliform test. The bath must be large enough--
to accoModate severar plastic bags, containing membrane

filter dishes or tube's. This bath should have a seri:-

sitivity of at least + 0.20C and'a'range from 'room

temperature to 100°C. Several other tests require

baths at different temperatures. Often the

same$bath can be used,' but It must be easily adjull.
between tests'..

Most bacterial tests are run at 350 Therefore, an

additional incubator is needed'. T incubator should

'be large enough to 4cComo4pte the maximum rtumber-of

.plate which would ever be handled at the same tire.

Sensitivity should be °At/least + 0.5°C. 4

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

.
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS:' CHEMICAL LABORATORY
,

* .

41,

OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING '

GUIDE NOTES

B. Glassware Clean'ing

1. Cleaning Solution 1.

Preparation Chromic
Acid

2,1aboratory Deter-
gent

. Cleaning.Proceiiure
for Burets

Weigh out 60 grams of
gpoassium dichromate
(K

2
Cr

2
0
7
) in a 1 liter'

Erlenmeyer flask.

2. Dissolve the dichromate
in approximately 600 ml of
hot distil;ed water.

3. After the solution is cool,
slowly add 400 ml of con-
centrated sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) to the solution.

4. After the solution is tool;
transfer to a.1 liter glass
St9pper&I storage bottle

la.

lb.

Chromic acid cleaning solution is commercially
available from severalcnemical supply houses.
A balance that is accurate to the nearest gram
is sufficient.

3a. CAUTION: Pour the acid slowly, since a large
amount of 'heat willirbe generated.

4a. For'a stronger 'solution, it is permi'ssible to
crease the volume of Water used in step, 2 and
increase the volume of acid used in step 3 to
maintain a total of I liter.

Alconox (available in powder form) or a suitable
substitute should also be on hand for cleaning"labora-
tory glassriare.

.4"

A piece of volumetric glassware'is sufficiently dean
itif its surface is unifofmly wetted by distilled water.

Oily contamination prevents glass walls from being
uniformly wetted; drainage is then uneven and delivery
is not precise. A general rule is to clean glassware
immediately after use, since it is much more difficult
to remove chemicals that-have been allowed to cake
and age.

65
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8ASIC LAbURATURY SKILS : CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATII4G PFCCEDURES

B. Glassware Cleaning
{Continued)

-66-

STEP SEQUENCE

&

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

1. Pour J00 ml of cleatling

solution into a.150 ml
beaker.

2. Invert the buret in the
buret clamp and place into
cleaning solution as shown
in the diagram .on the left.

4

3. Open tAf'stopcock and
apply Suction with a rubber
bulb drawing sollitionipp
into the buret. Fill a }-

most to stopcock.

4. Close the stopcock and
allow solution to .stand
for ten minutes.

5. Open stopcock to allow :
cleaning solution td drain
'back into the beaker.

6. Rinse the buret thoroughly
with distilled water.

7.. "Remove the stopcock.

If after cleaning a specifi iece of glassware with
detergent, it is found that 1 contai0 water drops
upon rinsing with distilled water; then the following
procedure must be followed:

2a. The buret should be immersed nearly to the bottom
of 40e beaker.

a. Cleaning solution should not come in contact with'
the stopcock.

/a... If

h
I is'a ground glass type, remove grease with

,P r.::::A/ir l.

)
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BASIC ipORATORY SalS. COPMICAL LABORATORY

S

OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS -

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

B. Glassware Cleaning
(Continued)

4. Pipets

94

8. Immerse the bottom part of
buret into the cleaning
solution and let °stand a
few minutes.

9. Rinse thoroughly with dis-
tilled water.

10. Wipe the outside of the
buret with apaper towel.

11. Replace stopcock and fill

with distilled water.

12. Pour the cleaning solution

back into the stock bottle.

lla. If the stopcock is grou nd glass, regreaSe it with
silicone grease,and replace.' Grease stould only
be applied to areas indicated by the arrow's.

116o not grease a Teflon ctopcock.

12a. Thecleaning.solution may be reused unt^i^1-,it turns
`green, at which time it shouild be, discarded:'

Pipets may be cleaned using a similar procedure as
with burets. Beakei-S, flasks, etc.,,may,be cleaned by
adding a small amount of cleaning, solution', coating..
thfr walls of the container. The cleaning solution is-
.then transferred back to the,storagecontainet. and the
item of glassware rinsed several times with distilled
water.

It cannot be overemp sized that proper glassware
cleaningmias well as insimg, must be carried out at .

all times. Trace amounts of contaminants that remain
due to carelessness may seriously affect .concentration

organism growth and conseguently;-your rAults; It

s, been found. that as many as 15 rinses 2re inAuffi-
cient to remove the contamination due,..to Chromium.

ti
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,Lesson 6. Matter

1

All objects in the laniverse'are-composed, of matter. Matter
'

.1

is'anything that occupies space\n,1l has mass'. The.property
of occupying space is easily perceived, by our senges of sight
and Teeling. The property ,of mass pertains to the quantity
bf-matter that\a body contains. The mass of a certainbody
of matter dbes\not change. On ..the other hand, the weigh-
of a body pertains t the force of attraction ofthe earth
for the, body and is dependent upon its distance from the earth's
center, If a book were taken to thlftop of,a mountain, it
would weigh less. 'than it does'at sea lavelr,. If it were taken
far outint!! space, its weight would `become neglible. In both
cases the mass of the book has remained constant. When working_
in the laboratqry we meastre 'quantities of matter in terms -

of.Mass rather than weight because the' mass of a body remains
constant whereaS the weight of a body is an "accident of its
environment.' The balance is used for measuring'the mass
of an object.

Physical States of Matter

Matter oars exist in three stateg, designated es soli d;
.liquid, and gas. These.may-be distinguished by certain
qualIities.

a.. Solids 7 HaVe a definite shape and a definite,
volume.

b. Liquids - Occupy a definite volume but take
the shape df their containers.

c. Gascc - Havb neither a definite shape nor a
definite volume.

The.p4ysical state of a substance,depends upon temperature;
if the substance is'a gas, the4 preSsure is also a factor,
For example, Water, a liquid at ordinary temperatures, changes
to a gas (steam) when it is boiled and toa,solid (ice)
when it is frozen% Carbon dioxide (CO2) as on the .other
hand can be' changed to a liquid or a solid (Dry Ice) b-v.
cooling and compressing itsufficiently. Other gases behave
similarly. Some substances may change spontaneously from .one
state to another. Water evaporating Would be a typical example,
If a substance, were to evaporate very rapidly, such as ether,.a
then .it would be referred to as volatile.

The physical States of matter may be explained by agsulli g
that matter is composed of very small particles calledmole;
dules, Which are in constant motion. In Solids, these
.molecules .are packed very close together. In liquids, they
are not, so close together and can roll easily over one another.
In 'gases, the molecules are widely separated and uniformly
distributed throughout the container.
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Properties of Matter ,

.
.

. .

A groperty is-a-characteris c of a 'substance which enables
11- us to recognize it. The pio,operti of substances may be>classed

as either physical or chemical.-

a Physical properties include state, colori-
,odr, taste, densit5i, solubility, boiling.
point Tall, freezing point. They are determined
without changing the chemical'compoSition of
the. substance.

b. Cemical properties are properties tat concern
the manner in, which one substance recs with
another substance./ The fact that silver will
tarnish, or that iron Will rust is a chemical
property.

Changes of Matter

Matter may undergo either a physical a Chemical ch4nge.

a. A physical change is a chan in-state' without
"a change in composition.

Melting of ice, freezing of water, conversion
of water to steam, condensation of ,steam tO
water, melting sulfur, chopping wood, dissolving
sugar in water. These are. all examples of physical
change.- In each of"these there is a,change.in
properties but there is no alteration of the
chemical composiiion 'of the substances involved.

b. A chemical change is'one in which a subs-Once
loses.the properties by which we recogniie it,'
and produces a new substance. A chemical change
is therefore a change in composition. When
carbon, a black substance, burns in air, an
invisible gas cansistipg of both carbon and
oxygen (carbon dioxide, CO2), is formed. When
milk sours, the sugar in the milk, is converted (

into.an acid and the composition and the.proper-
ties of the acid differ greatly frtm those of the
sugar...Iron rust formed by the co rosion df iron
metal contains oxygen as well as iron, and itis
therefore a different substance wjokh different
properties.

,Laboratory Significance

Some'of the more important physical and chemical operties.
that are directly applicable to laboratory work are as ollOws:

.

4. The volume of a substance can chajage with
*temperature,consequently all solttione must

97 .
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be returned to room temperature before dilution.
Aj.s0 the'volUmetric glass'ware such as buret, *pipet
and volumetric flask should never be heated-since the
graduations Will change.

2. A chemical label with the words "deliquescent" or
"hygroscopic" Indicates that the container should
always be kept tightly, closed to preveq entry of
water in the atmosphere.

/_
Hygroscopic substances are .,substances that can absorb

moisture from the air without becoming wet. Rice is plated
in a salt shaker to keep the salt dry.

Deliquescent substantes, when exposed to thd air, absorb
enough moisture to become wet. Sodium hydroxide NaOH),i

calcium chloride (CaC12) are examples of deliquescent-substances...

r t
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BAWLABORATORY SKIIIS: VFMICAL LABORATOk

OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. VAme/Temperature
Dependence of Liquids

- 1

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

1. The following materials
are needed for this ex-
periment:

a. 3 250 kill (dr 200 ml)

volymetric flasks.
b. BuKsen burner.
c.-2 600 ml beakers
d. 1 metal' trough
e. Ice
f. 1 ring and ring, stand
g. 1 thermometer,

2. Fill a 600 ml beaker with
300 ml Of tap toter and
cool in an ice bath.

3.'Fill /he other 600 ml
beaker with 300 ml of tap
water and heat over a bun-
sen burner to 850C.

4. Fill each volumetric flask
A to the base of the neck.

5. Use a squeeze bottle to
fill to the graduation
line.

6. Let all flasks come to

room temperature and ob-
serve the level of the
Water in the flask.

ti

7. Record all results in'your

laboratory notebook.

14

I

3a. Use the thermofiter"to determine the temperature.

4a. 1 flask with cold water (from ice bath).
4b. 1 flask with hot water.
4c.' 1 flask with room temperature water.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

10 0

4
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES
. ,

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE NOTES

B. Deliquescent Sub-
stances

.

,

-

. y

.

1. Place 4 sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) pellets on a watch
glass.

2. After the sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) has been left out
for six hours, note the
appearance.

.

3.,Record all results in your
laboratory notebook.

la% Note'appdacance immediately and mark observations
in notebook. ..

'
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Lesson 7. Solutions

Wastewater is a complex combination of water, floating
and settleable solids, and dissolved solids. It is possible
to separate *the components of wastewater by physical and
mechanical processes such as screening, settling, filtration
and evaporation. Since this is the case, the chemist, calls
wastewater a mixture.

Let us take atsample of raw wastewater and run it through
a very fine filter: All the floating and settleable solids
will be removed. 'The filter also'removes the turbidity. The
filtrate, the liquid which .comes through the filter, is a part
of the original mixture. It contains water and dissolved solids.
This clear liquid could be separated into two'more components
by distilling off the water. The dissolved solids would be left

, behind. Thus, the filtrate, too, is a mixture. But it is a
very special mixture called a solution. The term solution re-
fers to &homogeneous mixture of two or more substances. The
molecules of.these substances are evenly distributed among one
another. Because the particles in a solution are all the size
of molecules, we can not see any one compOnent. ,A solution
appears to be one pure substance. The components of a/solution
will not separate by settling.

The subject of solutions has been introduced by looking
at wastewater because it is a mixture known to most of you.
However, there are many other solutions which,are familar to
you. We, will now use some. common solutions to continue our
study of 'this important topic.

Chemists classify, solutions into three major grdups:

1. Gaseous solutions
2. Liquid solutions
3. Solid solutions

We will look at each group separately
,

Gaseous solutions are made by mixing one gas in another.
Air is a gaseous solution.' .Air is glade of nitrogen, oxygen,
argon, carbon dioxide .and very small amounts of other gases.
The molecules of each gas:mix'evenly to make a.homogeneous
mixture called air. The molecules of carbon dioxide are heavier
than the molecules of the other gases but they do not settle
out: We know that the amOunt,of oxygen in a sample of air can
change. There is less oxygen in a sample trom the top of a
high mountain than there is in a sample taRen at sea level.
Therefore, we must add to our description Of a solution-this fact:

The' composition of a solution is changeable.
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Liquid solutions'are made by dissolving a gas; liquid dr
a solid in a liquid. Tap water is a solution which contains
dissolved oxygen. The oxygen molecules are mixed uniformly
With the water molecules to make a homogeneous mixture. The
oxygen molecules do not settle_out -if the mixture is allowed
to stand undisturbed. 'Old Granddad"is an example of a 1:4.quid
.dissolved in another liquid. The alcohol molecules are dissolved,
uniformly in the water. We know thi4,because every jigger.,
tastes the same'. The components of "lrld Granddad" 00 not
separate by settling. A sugar-water solution is an example of
a.solid dissolved in a 14.quido The sugar crystals- breakup
into molecules which mix uniformly with the water molecules.
This gives a mixture which is homogeneous and ther4lis no'settling.
We must note here that liquid solutions also have variable
compositions. Alcohol-water solutions have different strengths;
Sugar-water solutions can be 'very sweet and not -
so sweet depending on the alpount of sugar added.

'Solid solutions are solids in which the molecules of one
component are randomly' fixed with the moleculeS of another
component. An example f a solid solution brass, an ailby
of zinc and copper. Ste ling silver is a solution of.cOpper and
silver. f

We can now list the characteristics which are common to all
solutions:

1. Each component is broken down into molecules
or atoms.

2. The molecules or, atoms of each component are mixed

3. No one component will settle out.
0 4. Solutions are clear and transparent:

5. The composition of a solution can vary, -

To complete our study of the nature of solutions we must
note two properties of_solutions. These properties apply to
all solutions but in varying' degrees. The first is the effe6t
of mixing two substances on the total volume of-the solution.,
When one liter of alcohol and one liter of water are mixed,.%-
the total volume is less than tiwo liters. When sugar4is
dissolved in water, the volume of solution is larger than the
original volume of water. Thus mixing two substances to make a
solution- may cause the total volume of solution to be greater or
less than, the total volume of liquid(s) used.

The Second property is a temperature change used by
mixing two different substances. When sulfuric H2S00
or sodium hydroxide NaOH, are dissolved in water, the solution
knitially.becomes hot enough to boil' or at least form steam. Making
olutionsof either H9SO4 or Na0H.should be dope slowly and

carefully. Use about half the water required and add the acid or
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i .base to the water slowly. Allow time for this mixture to cool.

Then adcl the remaining mater 'required slowf7. Most acids. and
bases will cause a temperature increase Oen Miced with water.
The temperature increase, results from the reaction of the water
with the acid or base. Acids react with water to 15roduce
electrically charged hydrogen atoms called hydrogen ions, H +.
Bases react with water producing hydroxide ions, OH-. These 4
two different reactions both produce heat.

f The. temperature sometimet decreases when making a solution.
When ,sodium,thiosulfate,'-(Na210'5H20),:is added to water, the
solution is initially, cold. WteA you distover this problem in
making a solution you must first dissolve the chemical in about
halt the required water.' Allow time for warming. Then add the
remaining required water.

i

vs

) .
v

_ .

Before we go to a new topiC, three new terms must be intro-
duced:

a. Solute
b. Solvent
c. Sqlubility

The solute is the substance which dissolves. The solvent is the
substance which does the dissolving. For a solution involving
a solid mixed with a liquid, the solid is considered the solute
and the 'liquid is, the vavent. When a liquid is mixed with
water, the water is till solvent and the other liquid is the,
solute.

Examples:

by'
1. A salt-water solution. Solute-salt

Solvent -water
2: An alcohol-water solution. Solute-alcohol

Sopent-mater
3. An acid-water solution. Solute-acid

Solyent-water

Solubility is a term whill_AqcKibAs the maximum amount
of solute which will dissolve in the soDieht: Solubility s
a property 'of the solute.not the solvent. Table salt, (NaCt),
will dissolve in water. Thefimaximum pmount'is 31.1 I. in every.
100 g., of water. If the solvent is alcohol only 0.051 g. of
NaC1 will dissolve g. orsolventt When gasoline 'is the
solvent the.solubility of sodium chloride is 0.000 g. per 100 g.
of solvent. You can see that the solubility of a solute will
change when th solvent is changed.

The solubility of a solute in a specific solvent can be
affected by temperature changes. In general, the solubility of ,

increases with an increase in the temperatuie of the solvent.,

I
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The.solubili y of sodium nitrate, NaN0,, ip water is 75 g(per
100 g. of water at 0°C, and 127 g. per'100 g. of water at 60°C.

The solu ilityof gases decreases with an,increase in the
*teMperatUre o the solvent. The solubility of b4argen in water-

. is about 15 mg in, 1 liter of, water at 0°C, and about 9 mg. in'
1 liter of wat- at 20°C.

The subjec Of, solubility and the variable nature,pf.the
solubility of a olute suggests the problems of specifying the
actual amount of solute dissolved,in a solvent. 'The problem -

is fartibularly mportant since many chemicals must be dissolved
in water, before ey can be used. To solve the problem chemists
have developed a pumber called the "concentration". of the solution.
The concentration\number describes the amount,, of solute in a°
convenient volume of solution. Suppose 1 liter of solutioh.
contains 100 g. o potassium iodide. The concentration is 100 glt
.-per liter of solution or simple 100 g/1 of potassium iodide in
water.'!If five liters -of solution contains 75'0, g. of salt, then
theconceAtration is 750'g. per 5 liters. Sihce 5 liters is
not a "convenient" volume, we use a proportion to find that
750 g. per 5 liters is the same. as 150,g. per 1 liter. We say
the concentration' is 150 g/1 ever though therk-are actually 5
liters of solution.

-

The concentration of a solution can be .found directly
using the forffiula below:

Concentration = weight*bf solute
% volume of sorutir

For example, 600 mg. of NaC1 is dissolved in 0.5'21 o solution.
The concentration is:

1

Concentration = 600 mg.
0.5 1

Now we simplify the concentration number by dividing-the denom-'
inator and the'numerator by"0.5;

ConCentration = 200 mg. or 1200 Mg/liter
. 1 liter'

kThe concentration is normally reported in the units mg/1,
g/1 or ppm. If the weight and yolumie data are given in units
other than milligrams or gramg anti liters, you can change the
given units by the appropriate conversion febtors. Then use the
formula given. 'Remember that:

1 mg/1 = 1 ppm
1000 mg/1 = 1 g/1 ,

106-
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Two other .units of concentrataon commorkly'qsed'in-chemitry''

are normality (N) and molarity,(M), These,dre'e4atO,p.s.of
-the o Units: -% ', -.-

,'.

0t25N:H2SO4°, -- jileans.a 0.25 riqnNal-K-sOliitibvs
4,

of sulfuric acld. ,,..-', 4Y 'e .
4. ,

2.M NaOH -- means a,2'moiar solution, of sodium
hydroxide.

It should be .noted that
O.O2N. :Also:

N/40 means'l N.

17.0

N/1-0 means 1 N
10

the term N/50 meatus 1 N or-

04025N

0.1N

50

These terms are tome Imes Used -and their,formailksOuld.
be noted cardfully.

410

.
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Lesspn 8- 'Useof,Laboratory Balances

There are four types of balances commonly used-in
laboratory work. They are: ', 1 -4 .

.
,

. ,

7 r) the d6uple-pan anadytic'al balance,
_ 2) the singlepan electric.nalytical balance,

3') the. triple beam 'or "trip' balance; and
4) ,th top-loading electric' balance. .

In this lessors ,you ,will recei4 background infor4ation._and
'aperational procedures for each ,of the four baldnces.

: The dOuble,pan analytical balance is a precision instru-
ment, usedto obtain weights to' file nearest 0.0001. .g.. This ,

'balance can',Oeigh.the oil froffi ypur.skin left by a fingerprint.
The maximum capacity is generally. 200 z. It'is a:very delicati
'instrument. and must_ be handled very carefully'.' Fan the best _

."possible operation the double-pan analytical balance shOuld be.
isolated from the rest of the lab in a constant 'temperature? 1t.
constant humidity. roam_ If this.is_r4ot_ passible, good_ res_uLt_s___
can be obtained by `placing the balanc,e in 'a protected area of
the lab away from wind currents and corrosive-fumes. The
balance should be positioned on a separate table with no other'
equipment and the table must 1p,leyel and very sturdy. _4ever
jostle thi balance. The-h..a3ance: must be kept 'lean at all .

times to obtain good results:`* OpeT4Tion_ot. the double -pan
analytical balance requires a set'lt standard weights. These' :

weights must 'be kept 'clean and dry- at all-times. Never pick *

the weights up with your handle.. Handle them only with the
clean, dry forceps provided.' . %

, ,,
--,_,: v , . _...

There, are several differe brands of double-pan analytical -

.

balance's on the man-ketNend.in-usetoday.'. For this reason the'
procedure presented in this lesson is general in content. You
Will find several references in the procedure to the 0 a,y1 manual
for the specific'balance.- If yOu (JO nOt havd an0 a M manual for

'your balance,.mak-e a written reqtlest.for one to the manufacturer.'your
your work in this.course;Aour instructor will ,carefully

describe all the controls apd operations of the balance you will
use. ..,..-

.11'. *
The single-pan.electric analytical balance is also accurate

to 0,.0001 g. The /Maxima cipacity-is generallY 200'g. .It-is,
very delicate and require Sll-the precautions stated for'the
double- -Fan analy-000.41,1 balande.- This balance is a self-contained
unit and requires no sndard weight set.

Single -pan analytical balances are, produced by several
manufacturers and each manufacturer makes:many different types
of balances. TherOore; the procedure given inithis lessop is
Very genetal. Y&I!mugt have an 0 & M inanuatl,-for your balance.
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he manufactdrer will provide one upon.request- The instruction'
you receive in this lesson. will allow you to operate any s,ingle-, /

pan analytical balAnce after a little practice. The instructor
wial'fUlly explain the ,balance you will use.

.The triple' biew balance, is,one of the, least accurate
'balances used,inlffboratory' wirk. It weighs to the nearest
0.1 You may%have one that weighs to the nearest 0.01 g.
The capacity of -this balance ranges-from 200 g. to 510 g. The

4 trip balance is very sensitive to.air currents in the lab. A
perSon walkingAir the' balance while it is in operation can
ipaCcuratp results. ,The trip balance is a delicate instrument'
It'reguires all the cane of a double-pan analytical balance.
Sinop the trip balance is not self-enclosed, use'it only in an
isolated area of the lab where the air currents are at a,mini-
Mum.

The, operational procedure for the trip balance is,very
general.' It attempts to 'include all possible stpps in the

,,A__opeFatiOn of a trip.-balance.

. .

The:top-lbading electric balance is the last type of common
A. laboratory tilvce.' It weighs to the nearest 0.1 g.','0.01 g., or-

0.001 g.-dep ing on the style you purchase. The total capeity
of these balances ranges from,170 'lg. to 11,000 g. High capacity
instruments haJe low accuracy and low capacity instruments have
high accuracy. The unit is self-contain .94 requiring no weight
set:

, 1

The top-loading balance is a delicate 4,nstrument. It is
very sensitive to air currents. -15-lace this'balance in an isolated
area of the lab on a sturdy table. Keep it clean at all times.

The introduction which you have just read,includes sevdral
pieces of information of the types of balances you will need
to use in the laboratoy. In general, all balances are delicate
instruments. They all require careful handling. You may use one
table in-the lab to hold all of your balances.- Remember to choose
an isolated area.

The following Psia list of do's and don't's which apply to
all,. balances: . .

l) HANDLE ALL CONTROLS CAREFULLY AND SLOWLY.
.

2) NEVER PUT CHEMICALS DIRECTLY ON THE 'BALANCE PAN.
USE A WEIGHING BOAT OR,BEAKER.

. 3), NEVER WEIGH AN OBJECT WHILE IT IS HOT, OR EVEN
, WARM.

'

)

1D9

. sp.

-79=
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CPFMICAL LABORATORY

DOUBLE-PAN BALANCE

OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. Equipment Preparation

STEP SEQUENCE

1. Balance Inspection

2. Determine the Zero
Point. ,

11

-80-

1. Dust he pans with a soft
ihair rush.

'2. 610wly-operate,ell balance
control knobs, levers, etc.

3. Return all controls to
ready position..

L

1

4. Inspect the beam and pan
support knife edges.

5. Release the beam arrest-
. ,

6. Release the pan arrest
mechanfsm.

1. Return arrest knobs arrest.
position.

8. Inspect le.11 indicator(s)

A. With the balance door
closed, release the beam
arrest and pan arrest
)pechanisms:,

2: punt the number of small
divisions between the right
Most point and lerrinost
point. of the swing.

10

VI/

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOES

la.

2a.

The pans must be clean and dry.

All controls must operate freely.

3a. Rider to zero. .

3b. Zero on milligram strip must match zero on
vernier scale.
Beam arrest knob to arrest position.
Pan arrest knob to arrest position.

3c.

3d.

4a. The knife edges must be the 'proper position for
correct,operation. .

k
6a. The beamshould swing freely from side to side.

.

8a.

la.

If

tq

'

balance is'not level, adjust the movable legS
level the balance.

The pointer shoulld oscillate from 3 to 5 small

divisions on either side of the center of the
reference scale:

2a. Count to the nearest half division.

- I

(

ft

m



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
s.

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

A. Equipment Preparation
(Continued }' . ,

.-'

... -,

afr

.

.
.

,

3. Divide this number by 2.

4. From the original left
most point, count to the
right the number of divi-
sions equal to the number
you have calculated.

5: Return the beam and pan
arrests to` the ready
position. .

.

,
. _

.

. .

.

.

, .

.
.

3a. The number should be to the nearest half.

,4a. This is the midpoint of the swing Which
.

is called
the zero point.

4b. The zero point must be determined before. each
weighing procedure. "

1 .

.

. :

.

.

. .

f

.
.

,
.

.

.

. .POTTI-ct

. 1 T 1 ' i ';I. 1 I 1' I I

.4

. .

.

.

.

,

I

.

,

-

,

4I

--Total-swing---1-1/2 divisions
, .

7 1/2 : 2 . 3.3/4 or 3 1/2 to the nearestehalf.

B. Weighing an Object

1. Determine the weight
to the nearest whole
gram. .

. )

NOTE: FOR CONVENIENCE,
MAKE A PERMANENT
RECORD OF EQUIP-
MENT WHICH IS
USED FREQUENTLY
ANQ THE WEIGHT -OF

. EACH ITEM TO THE
KIFICUCT 4 1 n

.

1. Place the object to be ,

weighed on the left pan.

2. Approximate the weight and
add this amount to the .

right pan.

, .

3. Release the beam arrest
slowly. :

' A -.. .

.

. .
,

.

la: The balance door is left open during this part of
, ,

the procedure. .

.' .

2a. Use forceps to transfer the weights from the box
to the pan. .

.

,

2b. Handling weights causes the metal to corrode and
the weights of the standards. .

.

3a. Releasing toofast may cause the beam knife edge 1

to jump off 14...support. .

_

-

.

-,

,

'''

.

,

.
.

%

1

,

,

,

l'

,

,

_

-817-
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

CrEiiATING PROCEDURES '

B. '1eighing an,Object
(Continued)'

a

114

82

STEP SEQUENCE

4: Release the:pan arrest
slowly.

F-

,

5. .Return the beats and pa

arrdsts to the ready .

posit4O4,-

6. Add 'orsubtrici weight
from the right pan as
indicated by the restIl

of Step.4.

'7. Slowlrelease'thelika

is

m.

Ct

7

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATION'S

v "
. . ,. *

, 4a. Releasing too :fast may cause the Rah- Supports-to
jump off their,knife'edgt. .

4b. It the poincer swin4s to the left of thezero point
and remains there, .too Much weight 4 Ph the right

v pan. ' 4

to .theIf the 'pointer swings to.the right Of the zero ,.

point and remains thbre, riot enough weight is on
-the right 'pans

'TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

Never add or subtt'act,weight from iheleft or right
pans,with the beam'and_pan arr4sts released:

4

%

8. Return the'beam and pan'.
arrests to-the ready
poition. .

I

7a If, ,the. pointer swings mostfl6t6 the left of the .
Arq point -and. remains on the left, there

i is too much weght:on the/right Ran.
7b.:If the pointer sWingsost to the.righkof,the

- -zero point and finally 'remains on the right, there

ipou0 weight on the right pan.

/i.
9. Repeatsteps .6; 7; andt., ,51a. Repeat untiJ adding one

adding or subtratctin pointer to come to rest
smaller.am9unti of welght.:

41.

'x

gram 'of weight causes the

on. the left of the-zero



-BASIC -LABORATORY'SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY'

lo

OPERATING PROCEDURES

' B. Weighing an Object
(Contnued:

2. Determine,the weight
to the nearest tenth
of a gram.

116

STEP SEQUENCE INFQR TION/OPERATfNG GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
Ai-

10.12emove the one. gram of 1.6-40a. This is the one gram of weight mentioned in 9a.
weight from the right Mini)

11. Find the total Weight on
the right pan and record
on your benchSheet.

lla. This is the weight to the nearest gram.

. C16'se the balance door. la.

ehe rider control,
move the rider to the

-- 0.5 g. position.

31 Release the beam and pan
* arrests. .

4. Return the beam and pan
arrests to the ready
position.

5. Add or sbbtract weight wit
the rider as required by

'the results of Lstep 3.

6. Repeat Steps 3, 4, 5.

7. Move 'the rider to the

.positibn which has been ,

determined to be less than

one tenth of a gram too
'light.

The balance dpor will remain closed during the
balance of this procedure.

lb. The ddor is closed to prevent currents from of -.

fecting the freely swinging berri.

2'a. Handle the control carefully.
2b. Hope rider drops off the bear-e, use forceps to

place it back on the beam.

TRAINING '

GUIDE NOTES

I

3a. If the pointer swing favors the lift of the zero
point, the weight shown by the rider is too much.

3b. If the pointer swing favors the right of 'the zero
point, the weight shpwn by the rider is not
enough -..- 4

5a. Add or subtract weights by moving the rider in
one tenth gram amount§.

6a. Repeat, until adding one tenth of a gram with the
rider causes the pointer swing to favor the -left
of the zero point.

7a. The rider is in the correct position, when moving
it one place to the right would be too much
,weight.

7b. The pointer swim will favor the right of the zero
point when the rider is in its final, correct

position. -83-



jC LABORATORY SKILLS CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued)

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPEpFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

8. Record the value of the
rider position as the
tenths digit of your

3. Determine the 1. The balance door must be
weight td the closed during this pro:
nearest ten- cedure.
thousandth of a
gram. 2. Release the beam and pan

arrests.
2a. Release the pan arrest very slowly so that the

pointer swings as little as possible.

11S

. 84

-,

3. Slowly add weight by ro-

tating the-knob which con-
trols the milligram scale.

4. Stop adding weight when
the pointer is resting on
the zero point or is

0 oscillating slightly about
the zero points

5. RetUrn the pan arrest tO
the ready position.

6. Release the pan arrest.'

3a. Do not watch the milligram strip.
Watch 'the pointer.

I

6a. The pointer must swing freely 3 to 5 small
division to the left and the right of the zero
point.

6b. If the pointer swing favors the left of the zero
point, there is too much ieight from the gold
chain.

6c. If the pointer swing favors the right of the zero
point, there is not enough weight from the gold
chain.

1 PJ



S
BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIOVS

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued)

120

7. Rotate the chain control

,knob very slightly to add
or subtract weight as re-
wired by step 6 results.

8. pad the value on the
milligram scale which is
opposite the zero of the
vernier scale.

9. Obtain the ten-thousandths
digit of the weight from
the vernier scale.

10. Return the pan and beam
arrests to the ready
position.

11. Rembve the object from the
left pan.,

12 Remove the weights from
the right pan.

13. Return milligram scale to
the zero position.

14. Return the rider.to the
zero position.

Close the balance door.

. .

7d. Adjust the weight so that the pointer is swing-
ing evenly about the zero point.

'7b. The swing should notbe less than 2 small divi-
sions to the left apd right

.V

of the zero point.

8a. The hundredths arid-thousandth digits of the
weight will be obtained from this scale.

8b. The milligram scale runs from 0 - 100 milligrams. ,

8c. If the zero of the vernier scale-is between two
small divisions on thdLmilligram scale, record
the smaller .milligram value.

8d. If the zero of the vernier scale is between 0 and
10 on the milligram Scale, record a zero in the
hundredths position of the weight and the appro-
priate digit in the thousandths position.

9a. Determine which division on the vernier scale
most closely matches any division on the milligram
scale.'

9b. Record the value of this vernier scale division
as the ten - thousandth) digit of thg weight.

12a. Use forceps.

1

4

TRAINING -1
GUIDE NOTES

b",

k 121
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BASIC LABORATORY SKIIIS, CWFMICAL LABORATORY
a 7

.

OPERATING PROCOURES _STEP SEQUENCE

C. oWeighing A Chemical by.
Weighing into a Weigh-
ing Boat.'

.1.,Determine the weight
of the boat.

2: Determine ,the total'

weight for boat and
chemical.

-86-

a

122

1. Weigh the boat as speci-
fied in Procedure B of
this EMI&

1. On the benchsheet add the
weight of, chemical desired
to the weight of the boat.

T. Add weight to the right
side of the beam.

3. Add chemical to the boat
very slowly.

4. When the pointer is very
near the zero point, return
the pan arrest to the rudy
position.

it

5. Close the balaripe dobr.

6. Release the pan arrest.

d

7, Tiirn the release knol:\o

the arrestPosition.

8. Open the balance 4opr.

ti

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
_-----m

la. Keep a permanent tecord of the approximate we
orthilveighing bdats_you use.

la. Use the bencieet to keep a recordOf your math-
ematics.

2a. Use weights as necessary from the weight box_

3a. If the boat must be removed from the balance pans
at any time, return the pan and beam arrests to ,

the readposition.
3h: By'adding chemical to the boat, bring the pointer

. slowly to the zero point.
.111

3c.U.se the pan arrest to slow the swing of the ,

pointer if necessary.

6a. The pointer should swing freely about the iero
point.

6b. If the swing favors the left of the zero point,
the chemical weight is too low.

6c. If the swing favors the right ofthe zero point,
the chemical weight.tis too, high.

111

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

dor

r.

' 2 3g

r

4



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEMENCE
w

.
.

INFORMATION/0 GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS,
PEyrfrItiG

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

C. Weighing a Chemical by
Weighing-into a Weigh-
ing Boat.

.

.

.

,

.

.

..,---

.

( 1

9. Add or remove chemical to
the boat as required.

10. Close the balance door.

11. Release all arrests slowly.

12. Repeat steps 7, 8, 9, 10,
and 11, as necessary.

.

13. Return all controls to the
ready plislt+en .

14. Open balance door and re-
move weighjng boat with
chemical.

15. Close balance door.

.... -.;

.
, .

- _.
7-

, ,

7a. Only small amounts of chemical.

.

9a. Pointer should swing at least 3 small divisiohs
on either side of the zero point.

94: If the pointer,swings'evenly about the zera,poiht,
you are finished.

9c. If it apes not, determine whether chemical must
be added or removed as in step 6.

.
.

10a. When the correct amount of chemical is,in the
boat proceed to step

1'
* ,

.

.

f .

.

....."

.

.

, .

S -

-

//----,,, JP
,

.

. -

,.

,

.

-87- 5



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS:_ CHEMICAL LABORATORY

SINGLE-PAN ANALYTICAL BALANCE

OPERATING PROCEDURES '

w
STEP SEQUENCE INFORKATION/OPERAZING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

A. Equipment Preparation

1. Balance Inspection

-

2. Zero the Balance

.

.

Pl. Dust the pan with a soft ,

hair brush. .

2. Operate all balance con-
trol knobs, switches,_etc.

,
,

3. Return all controls to the
ready position.

.
1

4. Level the balance-

1. Turn the release knob to
full release..

2. With the zero control, make
the readout panel show all
zeros.

3: Turn the release knob to
.the arrest position:4

41.
.

Z

.

.

.

,

.

la. The pans must be clean and dry.

2a..A11,controls must operate freely: .

2b. With the release knob at full.release, the re
light must be on the read panel.

.

,

3a. Main release knob to full arrest position.
3b. All weight control knobsat the zero position.

4a. Inspect the level indicator.
4b. Adjust the movable legs-10 level thg balance.

.I
.

2a. See the 0 & M for the specific balance lto locate
the zero control.

2b. If the balance has a milligram scale and a vernier
,scale in the readout panel, make Vle zeros on

' both scales thatch. ,-;

N

...

B. Weighing an Object

1. Preweigh the Object
.

1. U I

1. Place the object on the
pan.

2. Determine the weight of ,

the object to the nearest
whole gram with the auto-
_ , ..... ,

.

2a. This step applies oily wh he balance has an

automatic preweighing di chanism. (See the.manu-
facturer's 0 & Mmanual for location of the con-
.--1 brnk ,...I etnn...4.4,.... 4.....4,...e.+4nne

.

,

--,12 l
.

y.

2b. If the balance does not have an automatic preweigh
Ilifature, go to procedure 2. ,



1.
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BASI LABORATORY SKILLS: CHLMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATICAS

B. Weighing an Object
(Cohtinued) '3. Using-the hundreds, tens,

and unit gram control
knobs, set the weight on
the readout panel to value
given in step 2.

4. Turn the release knob to
full release.

5. Tern the release knob to
the arrest position.

2. Determine the Weight 1. Place the object on the
to the Nearest Whle 'balance pan.
Gram.

124

2. Close the balance door.

3. With the hundreds of grams
control add 100 g.

4. Turn the release knob to
the full release position.

5. Turn the release knob to
arrest.

6. Add.or 'sUbtract 100 g.
from the balance as indi-
cated by the readout panel.

3a. Set weight to the nearest gram.
3b. If the preweigh value was between two whole gram

values, set the weight to the smaller value.
3c. Some balances havt one contrdT knob for the hurl

dreds and tens of grams. See the 0 & M manual'
for your balance. '

4a. The readout panel will indicate that the weight
pn the balance is too low,

3a. Some balances haps a combined 100 9410 g. control.
If this is the case', go to step 8.*

4a. Some balances have a half release position. This
position must be used if available. See 0 & M
manual. '

4b. The balance readout panel will indicate whether
you have dialed too much weight or not enough
weight. See the 0 & M,manual for the indicator.

5a. When weight is dialed on or off, the balanbe in
the hundreds position, the release knob must be
in the arrest position.

6a. The weight is correct when an additional 100 g.
would be too much weight.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: COMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPEIFICATIONS,

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued)

-130

-90-

7. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6
as necessary.

B..With the tens of grams
control add 10 g.

9. Turn the release knob to
the full release position:

10.Turn.the release knob to
arrest.

. Add or subtract 10 g. from
the balance as indicated
by the readout panel.

2. Repeat steps 9, 10, and
11 as necessary.

13. Turn the release knob to
the full release position.

14. With the one-gram control,
add 1 g.

15. Addor subtract 1 g. of.
weight aS indicated by the
readout panel.

r

16: Repeat.step 15 as neces-
sary.

9a: Some balances have a half release posItion. This
position mwst4be used if avai)able. See 0 & M ,

manual.

9b. The balance readout panel will indicate whether.
you have, added too much weight or not enough
weight. 'Sge the 0 & M manual for indicator.

10. When weight is dialed on or off the balance in
the tens position the release knob must be in
arrest position.

lla. The weight is correct when an additional 10 g.
would be too much.

fRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

_ .

13a. Do not use the half release position even if it
Nis available.,.

14a. The balance readout panel will indicate too kh '

weight or not enough. 'See thye Cr& M manual for
the indicator.

15a. The release knob remains at full release:

16a. The weight is correct when addition of 1 g. would
be too much weight.-

(Continued)

1.

131
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHLMIQAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PRCCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INKRMATfONOPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued)

*3. Determine the Weight
to the Nearest One
Tenth Gram. ,

SEE NOTE IN INFOR-'
NATION COLUMN.

4. Determine the Weight
to the Nearest
0.0001 g.

1. With the 0.1 g. control
add 0.1 g. of weight to
the balance.

2..Add or subtract 0.1 g: of
weight to the balance.

3. Repeat step 2 as necessary.

4. Record the hundreds, tens,
Kilts, and tenths digits
bf the weight on your
benchsheet.

-l. Read the_value of the
milligram scale across
from the zero on the
verni er scale.

Milli sram Vernier
scale-11 / scale

*

1 Peadout Panel showing
total weight of

123.7306 g,

16a. NOTE: Some balance have a 0.1 g. control and
some do not. See the 0 &,M manual. If

the balance has a 0.1 g. control, con-
tinue with procedures 3 and 4. If the
balance does not have a 0.t g. control, go
to procedure 5.

la. The balance readout panel will indicate too much
4veight or not enough. See 0 & M manual for the
indicator.

2a. The release knob remains in the full release
position.

3a. The weight is correct when an additional 0.1 g.
would be too much.

la. The zero of the vernier zero is the reference
point'for the milligram scale.

lb.,olf the vernier zero is between two small divisions
--- on the milligram scale, record the value of the
division with the lesserNalue.

lc. If the vernier zero is between 0 and 10 on the
milligram scale-, pie hundredths digit of the
weight will be' O.

91,

133



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION7OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued) 2. Record the hundredths and --2a.,On yoir benchsheet.

thousandths, digit 9f the , -

weight. -

5. betermine the Weight
to thVNearest
0.0001 g. See Note
in the Information
Column.

f-92-

3. Read the vernier scale for 3a. Find the vernier scale division which most closely
the ten-thousandths digit matches any division on the milligram scale.
of the weight.

4. Record the value of vernie 4a. On your benchsheet.
scale division which
matches a milligram scale
divisio6.

5. Turn the release Onob to
full arrest position.

6. Remove the object from the
balance.

r

.

7: Return all controls to the 7a. Turn weight controls slowly.
.ready position.

NOTE: This procedure applies onlI to balances with
a completely _digital readout in,the readout
panel. These balances have no vernier scale.

II I

435

.



BASIC LAB6RATORY,I,SKILLS: ULLMICAL LABORATORY,.

/

OPERATING PROCEDUeS
..-

STEP SEQUENCE
.

INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS
ThAINING
GUIDE NOTES.

B. Weighing an Object
(Continued)

. 4
.7

-

.
.

I ,

-
.

. . -

. .

. .
.I

.

1. Turn the fine adjustment
coh*ol until 4 fine ad-
justment division is .

located precisely in the
light slot.of the i.nclex

fork.

( .

4
.

2. Record the result.
, ,

3. Return all controls to the
-ready position.

/

. ,

,

la. See figure t*f6w Fine adjustment

.

(

,

..

I

/ ..
)

.,

, 7

'

division.
.

. s
Index fork

_

e

. .. .. .

I

.,I$ . (

i Readout Panel showing total weight
e

of 114.7325 g: Nob
i -

\ 2a. On.y.our, benchsheet. '-
N

1161.

'
.

.

. .-
.

C. Weighing a Chemical by
Weighihg into a Weigh-,
ing Boat.,

.

..

1. Determine the Weight
. of the Boat.

,..
2,. Set.theyeAht Con-

.

'trols on the Balance.

,

.. -116

( s

.'

. .'

1. "Use'the approprtate pro:M
cedures in part B.

.
.

.

1. 41n the.bencKsheet, asid the

weight of the boat and the'
desiNia we ht of the chem-

.
. ''' .

/
. . .

4

.

J
9

l

4

la. T bo
e

at_will remairl on the balance pap at the en4
of part B.. ,

.

.

.

.
-

.
. .

. .

. .

.

1

.

v _fl __

4

.

.

%

.

.,

137
7

r



IC LABORATORY SKILLS: CF MICAL LABORATORY ,

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP .SEQUENCE INFORMATION

C. Weighing a, Chemical by
Weighing into a Weigh-
jng Boat. (Continued)

3. Weighing the Chem-
ical.

.

138

4

2., Set weight control knobs.
to the total w4ights.

Open the balance dodr.

2. Turn release knob, to full
release.

'

3. SlowJy add chemical to the
boat.

4. Close the balance door.

5. Turn release knob to full
arrest.

6. Turn release knob to full

7. Read total weight on read-
out panel.

8. Add or subtr0ct chemical
, from the boat as necessary.

- ,

9, Repeat steps 4, 5, 6, 7,
and las-necessary,

10. Tun 011 controls .to ready

I'

. position.

il. Remove boat and content
.

from-pan. .

1%. Close balance door.
. ,

TING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

2a. The 100 g., 10 g., 1 g:, and 0.1 g. controls.
2b. If there is no 0.0 g. control and no vernier

scale, set the thousandths and ten-thousandths
digit with the fiiie adjustment control.

tr.

a. Until the readout panel indicates the proper
weight.

7a, If weight is not correct, go to step 8.
7b. If weight is correct, go to step 10.

8a. If chemical must be-removed, turn- release knob to
arrest before' removing the chemicaT'.

4,

9a. Until weight reading is correct.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES
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V
BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

)11

OPERATING PROCEDURES
,

STEP SEQUENCE
soy

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

A. Equipment

1. Balance

........,

2. Zero

,

Preparation

Inspection

.,sor-

.-

.

1. Clean the pan with a soft
cloth or towel.

,

2. Operate all controls.

3. Return all controls to the
ready position.

,

4. Level the balance. .

Vip
.,

I, Turn the balance on.,

so

2. Set The readovt panel to
read exactly iro..

-.
*

.

'

,

.
.

la. The pan is removable.
,

lb. Use soap and water if necessary. _

lc. Pan must be clean and dry.

2a. All controls must operate freely.

3c. Weight control and digital counter to zero.
3b. Readout panel must show zeros in all weight read-

outs.

4a. Center the level indicator bubble in the center
of the circular marker by turning the legs at the
front of the balance..

4

.

la. Tberewill be an on/off switch. See 0 & M manual
for location. .

*
,

,

2a. Use 'the zero-adjustment control. See 0 & M Manual
for location. ,

2b. Some balances have course and fine zero-adjustment
controls. See the 0 & M manual. , t-

,

.

-,..---

1110

_.

.

.

the Balance ,

.
.

.

B, Weighin

.

.
,

. . .

an Object

.

%

i L i II

1. Place the object on the
pan.

i _

2. Turn the weight ipntrol
knob to add weigKt one unit
at a time.

.

.

-
, "

la. Gently. <
lb. if digits appear and remain on the optical scale

of the readout panel, go to step 3,1,if not, go to'
the next step.

2a. Unit weight may be 10'9., 100, g., 500 g., or
.1,000 g.

2b. Add weight sloWly. e
, , _ . .,

.

.

.

1 4 1on lnue
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BASIC LABORATORY- SKILLS: _CHEMICAL LABORATORY

OPERATINGACEDURES

B. Weighing an Object

(Continued).

14'

-96-

STEOSEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

...- 2c. .Unti1 digits remain on optical scale..

g Digit Optical Scale Division
Scale ,' Lines

=

3. Turn'the digital counter
until the next lower scale
division line matches the'
pointer.

4. Turn the balance. off.

5. Remove object from pan.

6. Turn all controls to the
ready position.

Pointer

Readout Panel before final
adjustment.

3a. See the 0 & M manual for the, location of the
digital counter control.

Digit Optical Scale Division

Scale Lines

Pointer

Readout Panel showing total
weight of 1150.23 g.

' TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

S

A
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

w

OPERATING,PROCEDURES I STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS GUIDE
TRAINING

t
NOTES

. Weighing a Chemical 1. Determine tRe weight of la. Use procedure B. . _, ----..

by Weighing into a the boat.
Boat. \-___ / .

2. Add the weight bf.boat and 2a. Use benchsheet. .../ .

desired weight of chemical. .
.

3. Set the first and last 3a. Set all the digits which do not appear on the
digits of the total oa the optical scale. See the O.& M manual. --
readout panel.

4. Slowly add chemical to the 4a. Until optical scale shows the correct digits and
boat. the scale division line matches_the pointer.

.

5. Turn qff balance/.

.

6. Remove the-boat and con-
tents.

.

7.'Return all controls to the
II.ready position. *

.

.

'
4

. Equipment Preparation
.,

w

1. Balance Inspection 1. Clean the-pan with a soft la. Pan must be clean. and dry.
cloth or towel.

2. Place all weights and 2a. Balance may haveonly weights. on the beam qr
weight-Controls at the weights on the beam plus a weight control dial.
zero position. See the 0 & M manual.

1
. 3. Level the balance. 3a. Most triple-beam balance do not have level con-

trols. They must be placed on a level surface.
.

, /.

/

, .

. ,

144.
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BASIC LABORATO4 SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY el"

OPERATING PROCEDURES

Equipment Preparation
(Continued)

1. Balance Inspection
(Continued)

2. Determine the Zero
Point of the Swing

11

STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

,

1: Observe the range of the
pointer swing.

2. Determine*thq center point

of the sting' range.

Zero point.

Total 'ng 6 1/2 divisions

6 1/2 2 = 3 1/4 dr 3

146-
98

I

4

la. Count the total number of small divisions above'
and below the enter division.'

lb. Swing rang? mus be 3 to 5 dfVisions above and
below the center division.

2a. Divide the total umber of divisions by 2. Count

from original ost point of the swing down
to the center

2b. This is the z of reference for this

weighing.
2c. Determine the zero point for all weighings.

NOTE: This type of balance can be quickly zeroed by
a zero adjustment control. (See 0 & M Manual
for location and operation.) This procedure
would replace the zero point- determination.
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BAII, LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

4

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

B. Wtighing an Object 1. Place the object on the
pan.

2. Move the largest rider,to

the right one-notch at a
time.

3. Repeat step 2 with smaller
riders.

4. Move the digital slider to
the right in shojzt incre7

ments:

5. Read the total weight
shown by the riders and

./ digital-slider

6. Return all weight's to the-
,zero position.

7. Remove object from pan.'

8:Turn dial slowly.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

la. Gently.

2a. Until an'additional notch adds too much weight.
-The, pointer will remain below the zero point.
Then, move the rider' back_one notch.

4a. If the balance has a dial, go to step 8.
4b. Move until the pointer swings evenly about the

zero point.

4c. If the pointer swings more than 3 divisions above
and below the zero point, dampen the swing by
touchinu.the pointer gently with a pencil point.

4d. The slider should be moved to,the left if the
pointer swing favors the area belOw the zero
point.

8a. Until the-pointer flings evenly about the zero
point.

9. Total the weights on the 9a. See 0 b M manual for reading the dial.
beam and the dial.

10. Return all weights and dial
to the zero point.

148
,11. Remove object from pan. 4 1 49
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BASIC I,A8ORATORY, SKILLS : GH EM ICALAABORATO RV.

OPERATING PROCEDURES
%ges

C.' Weighing a Chemical by,

Wcighing. into Boat'

4

4.

b. 4

. .

414

STEP SEQUENCE,

1. petef'mine the weight of

the.weighing boat.

-2. Add the.weight the 6oat
and'the des;ired weight of,
tO chemical.

.3. Set the total weight o
the balance.'"

t,-

4. Add cjeta 1 to the. boat.

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS

Ja. Ust procedure B.

2a. Use the benchsheet.

/:.

I ,

5. Preaiove boat and contents
from pan:

6. Return rider, and .lider, or

dial to zero position.

s

15J

,

a. Using rfders andnd %lidei7 dial.

4a.. Unti 1 the pOfnter, swings evenly -about the zero
.114 point. *

4b. Poi tef.should not swing more than 3 small divt.-
above.apd below the zero pqint.
remove cheffical until pointer indicates

cl amount.,

4d. Swing mostly above zero point indicates too'rayph
chemical in boat. Seng'mostly bloc zero'plOnt
means not enough chemical in' the boat.

sion
tt,.. 4c., Add

the c

a. Gently..

a

,ct

.1,

- .

TRAINING
. GUIDE NOTES

4
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Ledson VolUmetrtc Al4alysis

4-

ss In ,volumetric analysis, the analyst. determines the volume
/of a solution, the exact cbncentratiop of which is known, re-

-' quired.foi reaction with a known ,amount,of sample to be analysed.
The solution,ofThown'concentrtion is called the standadsolu7
tion. The process used to carry out the addition of the standard
sotutionAkcomiSlete the chemical reaction is knowh2lra titratin.
The volute of solution added is measured,with Volumetric,
methods are often called titrimetric methods since they require
a titration.

. ,

. In'aldissolvAd oxygen determination referreed to as
the 'final step in the analysis.is a volumetric titration g
sodivm thiosulfate (Na2S103 5 H-10) as the standard,realent.,
The e\xact'concentration 6f the thiosulfate is determineditby titra-
tionlag4inst.a primAry sandardosiotassium biiodate [KHa03)2].
.A,primary standard is preparedin,such a way.that its con-
centration -is kpownv. the toncentAtioon of the thiosulfate maybe

.

leteirwined. The concentration of these species will be referred'
;tips "Normal" represented by N. It ib importapt that this letter
be associated with the numercial concentration at alltimes, i.e.,'"

--0.0375N sodium thiosulfaterINaiS
2
0
3

5 H20) . This means that
the solution of. sipiurp thiosulfate has been prepared in such.

. manner that its -cdncentra'tyarr-4s now 0.0375 Normal or 0.9375N.
I .,

..? Tollowing is a procedure, for the preparation and i standdtd-
izatipn of sodium thibsulfate.,(Na1S10 .i

'-.-5

H2O) usinga primary
standard i biid H(Indard potassum,pate [K65 f

3 2
J.. , .

-
,.

i

ti , I )4*

2

A

: '
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY'

Pro ration and Standardization of Sodium fhiosulfate (Na2S243' 5 H204

OPERATING-PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

A. Reagent Preparation

1. Sodium Thiosulfate
Stock Solution, 0.75
Normal

.5

. 2. Sodium Thiosulfate
,Standard Titrant,

0.0375 Normal
(0.0375N)

tab

-102- °

1. Boil, about 1500 ml of dis-
tilled water for 3 minutes.

2 Allow the water to cool too
room temperature.

3. Weigh,186.1-5 gms of sodium

thlosulfate pentany4rate,
Na

2
s2

1
Y°. 5 H2O

4. Dissolve in about 500 ml
of the cooled distilled
water.,

5. Dilute to,1, liter (1) in a

volumetrictlask.and-mix
thoroughly.

6. Transfer to q dark storage

bottle.

, 7. Add 5 ml of- chloroform.

8. StoreOe solutiOn'i the
refrigerator. .

Dilute 25.0 ml Itf td
sodium thios'ulfate stock
solution to 500 mlitn a
vol.pmetric flask and mix

thoroughly.

3a U e an analytical balance.
3b. If one liter of solution is.not needed, the amount

.of chemtcal and waterrmay be cut by one-half, one-

third, etc.

a. Use a small graduated,cylinder to measure the

Chloroform.

la. Use a,25.0 ml pipet to Measure the'sodium thio-
sulfate stock solution.,

lb. Be careful not to dray any chloroform into pipet.

NI . I 5 4 r



BASIC LABOR%TQRY SKILLS; CHEMICAL. LABORATORY

Preparation and Standardization'of Sodium Thiosulfate (Na2S203 5 H20)

V.

OPERATING PROCEDURES

A. Reagent 'Preparation

(Continued)

STEP SEQUENCE

3. Potassium -Biiodate
. Standard [KH(I03)2]

0.0375N

I

2.

Ir

Adi3 ml of chloroform.

4;

3. Transfer the solution-to
a storage bottle and label
as 0.0375N (Approximate)
sodium thiosulfatl
Na

2 2
S-0

3
5 H2O

4. Store,the solution in the,f
refrigerator.

1. Day about 6 g. of potas-
sium biiodate .[KH(I03)2]

in the oven at 103 °C for
2 hours.

2 to61 in -a desiccator.

IP

3. Weigh 2.418 g. of the bi-
iodate.

4. Transfer the iodate to
a 500 M1 volumetric flask,
washing the weighing boat
with distilled water.

5. Dissolve the biiodate in
about 250 ml
water.

6. Dilute'to 500 ml in a
AplApietric flask and mix
thiloughly,

et

INFQ4AIJON/OPERATING GOALS!SPECIFIC1IONS

2a. Use a small graduated cylinder to measurethe
chloroform.

A

la. Use a trip balance,,

4

Use an analytical balance.and z weighing boat.
,

P

I.

vy

4

a.

.411k

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

1

8
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS': CHEMICAL LABORATORY
Ns.

Preparation and Standardization of, Sodium Thiosulfate (Na
2
S
2
0
3

H2O

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE

4

INFORMATION/OPERATI4 GOALS /SPECIFICATIONS.
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

A. Reagent Preparation
(Continued)

_

0

7. Transfer 125 ml iDf this

solution to a clean volu-
metric flask.

8. Dilute this solution to.
500 ml and mix thoroughly.

9. Transfer to a storagt
bottle and label as 0.03754
potassium biiodate
[KHOO ] primary stand-
ard.

3 2
--.

7a. Use a 100 ml and a 25 ml pipet to measure. the
biiodate solution.

4. Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4) 1. Pour 90 ml of distilled la. Usea graduate cylinder t
ob
o measure the distilled

Solution, 10% -water into a 125 ml Erlen- water.
by Volume. meyer flask!'

B. Standar ization of
Sodium Thiosulfate
Titrant.

1. Potassium Biiodate
Standard r(I0

3
)

2
]

1
NIP

2. Add 10 ml of concentrated . Use a small gradue....441inder to measure the
sulfuric acid (H SO4) to sulfuric acid. ,

.the'flask and mi ' 41. 2b. CAUTION: Heat will be.generated:by the addition.
thoroughly.

3. Allow the solution to cool
to room temperature and
transfer to a small glass*
stoppered bottle.

1. Weigh 1-3 g. of potassium
iodide (KI)

2. Transfer the potassium
iodide (KI) to a 500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask.

d.

1. Use a thp balance. ti

15b



BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY
\,

Preparation and standardization of Sodium Thiosulfate (Na2S20; 5 y)

OPERATING PROCEDURES STEP SEQUENCE INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SRECIFICATIONS

B. Standardization of
Sodium Thiosulfate
Titrapt. (Continued)

tttration

"a.

15J

3. Dissolve in 100-150 ml of'
distilled water and mix
thoroughly,

4. Add 10 ml of 10% by volume

sulfuric acid solution and
mix thoroughly.

5. Pipet 20.0 ml of the potas-
sium biiodate standard
(0.0375N) into the solu-
tion and mix thoroughly.'

6. Place the solUtion in the 6a. The co)or'of the solution is redd)sh-brown.
dark-for 5 minutes.

7. Add enough distilled water 7a. Use a graduate cylinder tO measure the water.
to bring the volume to.
300 ml and mix thorbughl,Y.

1. Ftll a 5Q ml buret with
the standard sodium thio-
sulfate solution.

3a. Use a graduate cylinder to measure the water.

4a. Usea small graduate cylinder to measure acid.

la. Make sure there are no air bubbles in the tip of
the buhet.

'2. Add the sol,Ution from the 2a. Swirl the illtodate solution during the addition.
burette to the biibdate
solution at-a- fast drop-
wise rate.

3. When the color changes to,
a pale yellow, stop the
addition of sodium thigir

, sulfate.

p

11.

TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

-105-
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

Preparation and Standardization of Sodium Thiosulfate (Na2S203 5H20)

OPERATING PROCEDURES . STEP SEQUENCE_ INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIEICATIONS
TRAINING
GUIDE NOTES

B. Stagdardization of
Sodium Thiosulfate
Titrant. (Continued)

3. Calculations

4. Add 1-2 ml of starch solu-
tion and `mix thoroughly.

5. Continue the addition of
sodium thiosulfate and
swirling.

Stop the addition when 1
drop of sodium thiosulfate
causes the solution to
turn colorless,

Record the ml of sodium
thiosulfate used.

8. Repeat the standardization
at least once more and use
the average titration re-
sult in the following
calculation.

Divide the ml of sodium
thiosulfate used in 0.75.

4a. Use a small graduate cylinder to measure the
starch solution.

4b. The color of the solution is light medium blue.

6a. Some particles or turbidity may be present but
the color of the solution should be similar to
that of water.-

1a. The result is 4 normality of sodium thiosulfate.

The formula used above is arrived at as folIrws:

Normality of sodium thiosulfate x ml of sodium thio-
sulfite = normalit# of biiodate x ml of biiodate.

Three of the four quantities are-known:

1. ml of thiosulfatt = volume used in the titration
(step 7 above)

2.ormality (N) of biiodate = 0.00375 (Step 9, page

104.)
Sin

16



BASIC LABORATORY 51aLLS: 'CHEMICAL LABORATORY

Preparation and StandardizatiOn 6f Sodium Thiosaltate (Na2S203 '5 H20)1-...

OPERATING PRCCEDURES

111
B. StandardizaAtgn of

Sodium Thiodulfate
TitTant: (CorAinwed)

4

-

a

r

I

STEP SEQUENCE}

at.

V.,
INFORMATION/OPiRATING GOALV SPECIFICATIONS-

TRA NING'
GUIDE. NOTES

3. mrof,bilodate (Step"5, page:105.),

Therefore: Normality:of thiosulfate =

20.0 ml x 0.0375 N ir

ml of thiosulfate used ir

0.75
ml of thiosulfate

For example, if ,the titration
thiosulfat00, then:

0.75
18.5

- 0 This is th'e correct normal4ftl'ofithe standard thio-

splfate solution andlipoilld be recorded on the'
thjosulfata ottle.- ee st40, 3, oa.0' 103.)

. 4

0.0405N

used in ti'ation

required'18,5 ml of,

L

.4

C.

.C.

".

.0

I.



4,
BASIC ,LABORATORY SkIKS: CHEMICAL LABORATORY

4

OPERATING PROCEDURES

a

STEP SEQUENCE

4N

INFORMATION/OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFIC4;TIONS
TRAINING
WIDE t NOTES

COMMON ERRORS IN A VOLUMETRIC DETERMINATION

a. Uncertainty in purity of the primary standard.

b. Decomposition of the solution.

c. Changes,in temperature.

-d. Careless laboratory technique.

e. Errors in 44eighing.

f. Mechanical losses of solUtion during transfer-of

solution.

g.,Improper mixing of solutions.

h. Dirty burets.. pipets, and other similar apparatus.

40
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MODULE, III. 7 MICROBIOLOGY

Lesson 1. General Introduction

Biology is the science that dealisith living things.
Macrobiology is that area of biology which deals with th,ose _living
things large epough 'to ,be seen by the naked eye, ,/hereas :micro-
biology involves living' organisms that can only be seen with the
aid of magrlification: . . . ,,

Two major divisions of biology Naiv've botany, the science of plant
life, and zoology, the science of animal' life . Included 1.1,,nde-r _botany
would be such thicroorga.nisms as algae.; yeasts, and' molds ,and such
tacroorgan'itsms: as fungi , grcisses, and trees . Zoology woul*d-tri'Llude

_ sul-cMicroor,ganisms as wrotozoa and rotifers and macrroorganism such
as insects, birds, fishes., and mam.:11.1s \,

1
.39

.039

.00539
.'000039

, 0 nn003g
:0 0 00.0-0 3'9

0 0 0 O'D 0 3 9

MEASIiRflfli-JT AND MICROBIAL''SIZE'

inc'en:= 2.54
inch .= 1

= 1
inch = .01
inch, = .001
inch = OIJ0l
_nCh`-=',4. .00001
inch = 4000001
inch =

Pro-E-ozola- , 100 le
Blood Cells -

Eac'teria - '1 if ,!

..1)(
- Q01:1(

At.orn's .001.1?

cm
cm-= 10
cm = 1
em =

cm = . 01-
cm = . 0.,01

=

cm = . '000,01 :a-.r.

C . .,' 1: 0 1 711-7,

"100 4( v >

°101 . -
iir, = 1000 ram:/

..14.( ;--' 7 0,n ,ri-c..,..
. 7.; ift = 10 . nmv. , _

.'00.14 = -1' hm=2_51

.0 = .or 721icr:Dmet_r.
ram = lianometer'.A.^

A bingstrom .00000e01 cm

An organism is studied a.s, to its 'natyre4b.whether it is 'p,lent
animal or 'as an indiv.id'u=s1. anbiorgarlist as- an 'individual
incluAes looking,at i.ts--mOrphc)logy which entails :anatomy, Ahistolo

tology; /nd its ;Physiology and embryziggy. Or-- nisms
ed as grocaps Either taxo,no,mica.lfy; r gen icali
I S nIAFFE?"

v.
1A defirth-ion. of "living" is, rather diff.icu t to 'make. It is

'more ily'de4scribeg by a series of special .attr'' uteS'. An under -`k'
' starkding. 6 f these attributes -is critical but, not finift ive ,in every

instance.'" The basic attribute of all -living things is organization.
All" living matter has a, charactel-istic organiz,,,ition o¢currilag-kn
sevpral levels. Basic to all living. organisms is the cell, compose
pof protoplasm, cytoplasm, an nucleus or nuclear material. Cells
combine into :-.stuotural ilnits. called organs in one largli org-anisms.

- )

5

\ .

fib

`
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The total of all the chemical processes going on in
"living" matter is ,metabblism. ,Thit'.6,ttribUte-allows the
organism to consum$ food material, utilizing that which is
needed and discharging the waste product. When the constructive
or synthetic. processes exceed destructive metabolism,growt
occurs. After a cell has grown to a charadteristic
it divides, forming two'ceIls, the process is gilled reproduction.
When only one individual is involved it is referred to as-4!
asexual reproduction. Sexual reproduction takes place when
two individuals are inolved.

,

Gil

N . The ability of a."living"-organism to respon'd to
external stimuli such as'pressure, temper'ature, light and
so forth,is referr'ed 'to as. irritabi2iry. ,The fitness of
an organism r theenvironment in which it lives is called
''daption. This attribute develops -r ugh various /--

_ evolutintry mecKms, and ,becomes =anent throtigh
inheritance. ,/

BACTERIOLOGY
-

B,acterig;ogy, deals wit:the study ;of, micritorganisms
k.nown as bacteria.= It inciales a large group of. typically
upicellular microscopic organisms widely. distributed in
air; water,,soil., the bodies'of living plants and animals;
.and dead organic matter. The so-called-true bacteria'a
a Class by themselves, neither plants nor animals. So.
higher'.bacteria border on the plk.t,s'and are more related
to :Ctiem; other higher bacteria 'border on the animals. Por
this reason it is not possible to classify bacteria with
th**plants or animals. 'They are sometimes placed in 'a third
kingdom,'intermediate bet-seen plants 'and animals. For uni-
formity ,' bacteria are still placed in the' plant kingdorri. It
is quitep4ossible that in future classifications the bacteria
will be separate' from the plants and made a kingdom equal in
rank to the plant and animal kingdoms: Bacteria do not exist
as parts of 1.--zanisms, only as single cells.

Bacteria Are foun everywhere in nature.-in soil,,air, and
water. Bacteria are fo in the human body. eThey manufacture

,j 'vitamins and Alp brpa' down food. and are eliminated with waste'.
products and decompose organic matter. Bacteria known as
saprophytes live,oni dead organic matter, while others 'subsist
oh livingjrtat -ter, and are celled parasites, which pan be pathbgens. .

i Pathogenic bacteria ca4seldiease and are the reason for chlgrin-
.atini dr,inking waters,anastewater effluents. Saprophytic
Organisms are the, most'prevalent bacteria and are responsible for

.

the organic 'decomp3Sition'in wastewater treatment..
. -

.

, .. ..
:

--There are thousands of types
.

of bacteri,a, and .they aare 0-', ' i

classified according to various characteristics, one ofiwhich
is shape-. There are three ID4sic shapes, a spheroidal cell is

....calleda coccus; a Cylindrical cell (the most numerous in
wastewater plants) &called b4cillus; anci the spiral shaped

AI.,,
-110- 16b
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bacteria known as spirillum. Bacteria of.each shape can appear
in different grow ngs.

4

BACTERIAL SHAPE''

1. Coccus (cocci): spherical or d]klipsopiliali,

Coccus 0 Diplococi pp Streptococci 0000

Staphylococci

BaciJ.1116. cylin or bd-like
4' 1

Bacillus Diplobacini

.3. Spir,i1ium pirilla):" spiral-shaped

Streptobacilli

Bacteria,Can- so .e d scribed by their growth requirements.
Like otherli"ving organisms', bacteria have certain.requirements
for growth. The most imaortant.factors influencing are food
anti sufficient nultiStuteitc arry food into the cell. Bacterial
groith is alsp aens'itive to.-tempeijature and each type has an
air optimum temperature at which itsgrotth Is greatest. A few
organisms leilown psychr.Ophiles,ai-e capable or growing at
5°C'. .(41°F)'or lsss; 'those that grow best between 25°C (77°F)
and 40°C (104 °F) are 'called mesophiles;,And hose with an optimum

_. temlostraturenrange of 50°C (122°F) to 55°C (1 1°F). are called
thAmophiles. ost/ perfer a pH-ra e of1.5 .to 8.0
for.optimum ,g.'owth'.- There are exception: An rgasm involved
in sewer pipe corrbsiol; can grow at a pH- of 1.0. Be,siriides pH
and .temperature factors, jpac-;e5r14.a gowt7I is also--influ'enced
by oxygelt.availability. Those .dganisms teat require free
oxygen ,for, growth are called #.erobes; those that grow without
free oxygen are known as anaerobes:--"FacUftative organism% are

(.a type -ti'lat,cen adept to either environment. s =

_ dk

Many other conditions affect the growth and survivAl of
bacteria, 'Incliided are light, heat, drying, bacteriLl agents,4
bacteriotatic agentland antiwletal5olites of .various kinds.

.

Thers heat requirement for 'optimum growth ofba-dteria varies
with'the species and was discussed prevj.ously. Bacteria re not
destroyed by ]!ow tApperatUres." Most, baqi.tria reproduce very
slowily or not at a-11 uhdeftngse cond?flons. When transferred from
the Frozen state to a more suitable envr4nment,

lt.
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they can carry on a normal life cycle. Extreme he %t destroys
all bacterial species, although those ripich are in the spore
stage will be capable of withstanding riqth more heat than
those whi are not. Moist heat or steam is more efficient in
destroying acteria than dry heat.

Certain wave-lengths of-light are destructive to bacterial
cells. Those.. that lie ih the ultra-violet region of the
spectrum are especially destructive. For destruction to occur,
the light ray must strike the cell directly.

Bacteria cannot reproduce without moisture. Drying,
',or dessication, of food materials is therefore a method for

\ its preservation from decomposition by bacteria. Spore-forming
bacteria may survive in a dry environment but they cannot fuiction
normally.

A 'germicide is-i substance which destroys a bacterial
cetl' on contacy and a b.acteriostatic ailkr is a substance
which prevents'the cell,from reproducing. A bacteriostatic

. agent indirectly br7ings about the' destruction of the bacterial
.,culture, since wi-0t reproduction there can be no continuance
of life. The best knovn germicidein the water and wastewater.
`field is 'chlorine.

Antimetabolifes are6substances which destroy or, alter
metabolic agents or growth factors essential't4the normal
life piocegsesef .e bacterial cell. Without nolmal grQwth
and reproductidn life ceases. Some of the antibiotic drugs
used in'treating disease areantimetabolites:

Bacteria are identified through a systematic application
of procedures which are'desighed to (1) secure a uculture"

. of bacteria, tt is a very,l'arge number ofliving bacterial
cells ill or on ,a medium which provides adequate food :for them,
(2). .by successive sub - culturing, secure a Separation of the

specd'es from each other, 4143)'' determine ttie cultural
characteristics of,ech speciess 4) determine the morphological .

characteristics of each speciv byexamination of stained
4 ,

preparations pf bacteriai cells.

There'aremany kinds ot- bacteria'1 culturs, e.g. growth
in solutions o liquid ,suspensions of the nutrient materials;
growth in suspensions of the nutrients in jelly-likt sub-
stance such as agar or gelatin, gr61,ttil.on the surface7pf
animal-or vegetable tissue, and growth oe the flesh or in the
blood .stream of animals. There are a host of mateolials used
as nutrienZs, ranging frbm. simple inorganic salts to organi,
cal bohydr such as sugarso relativel4simple protein
substances such as egg albumin, rand to the extremely complex

.proteins of animal tissue,



I41^
Sub-culturing is the process,of securing growth of the

.bacteria in colonies and,"fishing" a colony for regrowth. on,
fresh medium. In fishing, a sterile, wire is geoptly touc
to a surface of the colony thus removing a few cells whi 'cling
to the tip of the wire: These are then immediately transferred
to a frfth lot of sterile medium in another vessel. Incubation
of the transplants then produces'new colonies. A successive
number of such transfers eventually produces a "pure" culture,
that is a-culture of a sAgle species.

Small amounts of the pure cultures are inoculated into
specialized media to determin% growth characteristics. These
media often consist of carbohydrates of various kinds differing
in chemical-Structure and complexity. Growth is usually indicated
by production of a cloudy effect. The number of Suspended cells
increases and acid and/or gas are produced as the carbohydrates
are decompOsedby the bacteria.

A wide variety of stains and staining techniques are available
to enable'the bacteriologist to okserve size, shape, spore forma-
tion, presence of flagella, etc. under the microscope.

As a basis for identification, the baCteriologist draws upcinjt
the written, record of the observations made by goneraticins of his-
predecessOis on thousands of bacterial Species.%

Most waters contain large numbers of bacteria. The numbers
may vary depending upon the source with water polluted by walpe-
water containing as many as thousands or .even milliohs per
liter. There are at least five diseases of bacterial origin which
can be transmitted through wastewater contaminated water. It is
impractipl to ascertain.the safety of a water by analysis for
'each typOhof pathogenic bacteria. Most pathogens Are very diffi-
cult to isolate and an excessive amount of time would be required
to complete such an analyses. A more practical scheme is-to
examine theiWater for the presence'or absence of an organism or
grOup o or isms specifically identified with wastewater. The
coliform group of bacteria, whose normal habitat is the large
intestine 'of man, conforms to this requirement. These bacteria,
of which there are more than 30 individual, species, conform to -

the requirements o an ideal indicator of,wastewater contamination
which are:

1. Always. present when wastewater ..,i.s present
2. Always absent wheh wastewater is,abslent
S. Survives longer than most pathogenic species
4. Easily isolated and identified

The coliform group of bacteria re specifically "all ,the
aerobi6 and facultative anaerOic, Gram-negative, non-spore form-

\--Agapprod 'shaped bacteria which ferment lactose with gas fOrmation..
with,48 hours,at 35°C. There are two bacteriological methods
available for estimating the .degree of wastewater contamination
the' multiple tube fermentation method and the membr efilter method,

* APHA, AIWA, WPCF. Standard Methods fqr the,Analysis of Water
and Wastewater, 1975, 14th Ed., New York.
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BASIC LABORATORY SKIDS: MODULE III - MICROBIOLOGY

Lesson' 2. Laboratory Techniques Media Preparation

OPERATING PROCEDURES STV SEQUENCE INFORMATION /OPERATING GOALS/SPECIFICATIONS
TRAINING

GUIDE NOTES

1. Preparation f EC .1 Weigh 1.85 grams of de- la.

Broth hydrated CC Broth. Close
cover of bottle of dehy- lb.

drated medium tightly after lc.

removal.

Dissolve in 50.ml distille
water. Amp

3. Place 10 ml of the solution
of prepared EC Broth in
each culturgptube.

4. Insert one fermentation
sr.

vial into each tube of
medium, open end down.

d

5. Place:011e cap on each
tube of culture medium.

, 6. Sterilize in autoclave.

172
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Dehydrated media take moisture out of air, becyme
caked.

Caked media unsatisfactory; discard.
This amount sufficient for 5 tubes. 116

2a. Gentle heat if necessary. No boiling.

3a. Use 150 x 22 mm tubes.
3b. ro ml pipet, automatic pipetter, or funnel and

pincheock are acceptable. .

3c. Accuracy of delivery: + 0.5 ml.

4a. Tubes and vials previously washed as indicated.
4b. Use 75 x 10 mm tubes.

5*. After all tubes have been filled.

6a. After all tubes have Peen filled.
6b. Sterilization at 121 °C for 15 minutes. .

6c. Medium must be removed from' autoclave as soon as
possible after pressure has returned-to normal.
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GLOSSARY

f 6 .

'Aerobe - An organism that.grows best in the presence of free
-

N
oxygen. Of '' .

Anabolism - The constructive procesS by which simple' substances
are Converted by living cells into mbre complex ipmpounds.

Anaerobe - An organism which can grow without either air or
freeoxygen... ' .T ,

e Antibiotic - Literally, growth-inhibiting; usually deilotes
bacteriostatic substance produced by midroorgapism.

Antiseptic - A substance tIO't prevents of inhibits the growth
of microorganisms without.necessarily destroying them.

Asepsis - Absenee of segtoic matter or freedom from micro-
---:.

. _ organismS.
.

Autoclave- An'apparatus (:)r sterilizing by steam under pressure. ,

Autotrophic --Capable of living,on inorganic matter.
.

Baccilus - A rod-shaped bacterium,,a genus of rod-shaped bdctetia
of the family Bacteriaceae.

Bacteria - Minute, One-celled, JniCroscopic, plantlikorhathisms
which multiply by fission and lack chlorophyll.

Bactericide L Any'agent that destroys,bacteria. .

Binary fission --A form of asexual reproduction involving '
simple cell divison of the ,.eytoplaseand 71`ucleu't, if
present, into two equal parts.

. . .

'Catabolism - The process of destruction or bi-eakdown of tissue
s -
and cells.from complek,tc simpler compounds.

r
Catalyst\-A substance that accelerates a chemical or physical

. . 'feactioh without itself being destrojied or changed.
.Coccus - P organism which is,round or-spherical in shay.
Col9ny - A group, Of bacteria, on a solid medium, usually .

., derived from the 'multiplication of a single orirniftm ,r
_ ann visible" to the naked-eye. ,

.-

Commenaalism -'Living together oll, two species, one of,which is
.

'benefited by the association'whife theother is apparently,.
. neither' benefited nor harmed.
Culture -,A.,powt'h of-microorganisms.

,,. t ' Ai .

.
Culture medium - Any substance or prepiration suitable for

and used for the_grQu;th
,

and cultivation of microorganisms.
Decay - Decomposition of. organic compounds under aerobic

. '
1 conditions to form amino acids which are then further

..-

down,broken . .
,.-- .

Desiccatbr :,,.A closed vessel forapparatus or chemicill that
,

-,are to bellOried,and.kept free from moisturusually-con-,
tams a dehydrating agent.

.

Dye - A-material:used for staining or colqring, consisting :

of'benzene rings with chromophore-and-auxochrome groups.
Enteric - Pertaining to the intestines. .

£rrzyme - An organic catalyst produced .b a living cell.. ,

Facultative aerobe -- A microorganism whi h is fundamentally
''\

.

. an anaerobe but can grow in the peesence of free oxygen.
_

- 116 - v,
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Facultative anaerobe - A microorga ism which is fundamentally
an aerobe but can grow in the. absence of free-oxygen.

Fermentation - Incomplete oxidationof carbpilydrates and
carbohydrate-like compounds by microorganisms-

Flagella - Whiplike processes for motility.
Formaldehyde - HCHO; a disinfectant gas with a pungent "odor.
Formalin - A 40% solutionof gaseous formaldehyde.'
Fungi - A subphylum of plantsplants which do not contain chlorophyll,

including bacteria, yeast, and molds. i

Germs - A microlli)eApr bacillus.
Germicide - 5ynonymous with disinfetctant.

.

Gram - negative bacteria - Bacteria which lose the initial stain of
the Gram stain,, are decolorized, and take the color,,
of the final stain.

Grani- positive bacteria - Bacteria which take the initial
stain of-theGram stain and, are not decolorized, so -

that they .appear.purple.
Incubator 7 An apparatuS for maintaining i'constant and.

suitable temperature for. the grol,.,fth and development of
a bacterial culture or other materials.

Indicator - A substance, usually a weak organic acid base,
which changes color when the reactlin of a s lution
changes. .

.Mesophilic bacteria - Bacteria that grow best at moderate
temperatures.

'Metabolism - The sum of all the physical and tZnerilicat'proCegses
by which the tissues are formed and maintained and ,energy
is made available for use bSi the body.

Micromicron - The millionth part of a micron or 10-10cm.,
designated by the ssymbolk2e.

Micron or. micrbailimeter One - millionth, part Of a meter, or
one-thousandth part. of a' millimeter, or 1125,000 °Iran'.
inch, designated by the Greek letter A.(.'

'Mixed-culture - Growth of two ca,-, more organismS in'the same
medium. .,

'Morphology z The science of 4the fo.rm'and''Structure of .organized
_beings.

.Mycology'- The science and study of fungi.
Obligate aerobe An organism 'which must have free oxygen for

its growth.
Obligate anaerobe - An organism wh'ich 'dan live and grow only

fn,an environment with no or minimai amounts of free
oxygen.

Osmosis - Passage through a membrane;,when two _solutions of
unequal-density are separated by a membrane which,selectively
prevents the .passage Of-solute particles but is permeable
to the solvent, pure solvent pas'ses from the lessei, to
.(the greater coneentration:.

Parasite --A plant ,or anima/ upon or within another
living organism at whose expense it grows without'giving
anything in return.

Fatho,iens - DiseAse-producing microorganisms:
PhOhol.-;Carbolic acid, a colorless crystalline compOUnd C6H5O1,

`obtained by the distillation of coal tan and having strong
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antiseptic(and disinfectant Aoperties.
Phenol'cOPfficient -1 tnumbel" indicating the relative efficiency

Jof disipfectghts. It'i.sjithe quotient obtained by dividing
the highest dililtion ofq disinfectant, which kills a ,

test orgaltzmin a fixed time by thehighest' dilution of
'P , phenol sh' 'ng the same results.

Protozoa -,.. UnicellUlar, nucleated, animal organisms with
diversification and specialized functions protoplasm.of the proplasm.-.

Psychrophilic babteria - Coldlovillz bacteria whose optimum
'. temperaIure for growth AWLS° - 20°C or below.

Pure Culture - STecific bacterial growth of only one type of 0 .
. .

.organism:
.

....

,Putrelaqtioi ,- The destomposition of animal or vegetable matter
. -

s..._
-
in 'the absence ofiVygen and 'characterlizedby,the formation
of amino acids, mercaptans, iridol, skatol, and'*hydrogen:.
ou',Lfide,,wicth an accompan4Ong unpleasarit odor.

i

-Stab Culturas - Ctltures in which the ore,a'nisms.are inoculated
far down into the solid-butt of the Medium to allow for
possible anaerobic (griowth.',. :-

kain - AnSf dye, regent, or other ffillerial,used in, abloring
tissues or organithils, for microscollic'Study. . ..

Sterilization - Thadop;ocess of freeing' campletoly from aXl
-A. 'living miS7,00rganisms. 6 ,

.

Streak -1noculation,of slant'oplates,with a. streak or a direct

,
line movemen across, the surface-of cui_ture media. .

Symbiosis --The living `together or"blose.essociatiOn of two.
dissimilar organisms with mutual benbfit.,1 4

Thermalideath point - The teuerature whi"ch destroys afl the. -

bacteriipresent lithin 'a given time. .. r- A

Thermal death timP The 1-gngth of time required to kill' all 't,
-.

, , the organismo'vdri a given'substanCe-at.a.given temperature:
gKhermophilic bacteria - Bacteria whice grOw.bestoat a temperaturi.

of 5,0° - 55°C. ; A
e

-Tran;iser of cultures = Transplanti;ag viable bacteriafrom an old
mediummeium to a' fresh new one. . I.

,*

*Aft -118.4,1
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MODULE IV

LABORATORY INVENTORY

ORDENINEQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

One of the areas that i often .-overlooked in chemical
laboratories 'i'the equipment and supplies thai are needed.
For theparameters that are required in the permit, there is
a,listing-df all lkuipment and supplies= that are required.
These are broken dOwninto three catagories:

a. ,ti Capital equipment
b. AReusableo'SupPlies,

Conttlmable,Suppliee

air
Capital Etiipment is usually equipment, purchased on a

one-time,basis.and i $100-00 pr more.
so

It shouldibe noted' that some communities or agencies -

May have othei- set figures for distinguishing capital uip-1
ment. from reusable ,supplies;.''

0- I It

11

Reusable.supplies-aa're usually lesit s than slol'Iao but will
have to be replaced periodically because ol breakage.

., i, ,,,,

Consumable supplies are the supplies that will be,dePletec4
'y by everyday uge.

* .
. §110 %

)

0.

A

. ,
*An example of a supply list for the Fecal Coliform Test -

Multiple Tube Dilution Method is given.on the following pages.

1
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BASIC LABORATORY SKILLS: Fecal Coliform Test by the Multiple
Dilution Tube Method

. General Description of:Equipment Used in the Test Analysis

*
A. Capi411 Ecruipment:.

4

1. Autoclave, providing .uniform temigratures up to and including 121°C,
equippecwith an accurate thermometer, pressure gauges, saturated steam
power lines andcapable of reaching required temperatureowithin 30 minutes.

*
2. Balance; 0.1 g. sensitivity at load of 160 g.

°3. Air incubator tooperate'at 35°C + 0.5 °C.' ,

14. Incubator, waterbath, to operate at 44.5°C + 0.2°C and to accommodate
tube racks as described separately.,

5. Oven, *hot-air sterilizing, to give uniform temperatures and with suitable
thermometer toregister accurately in range of 160-180°C.

-6, pH meter, accurate to at least 0.1 pH unit, with standard pH reference
,solution(sf. -

7. Water distillation apparatus (glass orrblock tin), or source of distilled
c water suitable for bacteriological cultuie media.

ir

B. Reusable Supplies:

1. Apronor coat Suitable for laboratory

2. Baskets, wire for discarded cultures.
, 4.

.

3. Bottles; dilutiob., 6-o2. screw caps,°with 99 ml volume level etched on
one side. !

4. Bottles, sample-, 250..m1 (6-8 oz.), widepouth, glass stepper preferred..

5: Bottle, squeeze 'type, with.disinfecting solution

6. Byrner,gps, Bunsen burnePktype,
4

7. Cans, pipet, aluminum or steel; not, copper. (If plastic, or Other type'
Ofdisposalpipets are used, this item is unnecessary.), ..

-8. Metal caps* to fit 20 x'T50 iiinrculture tubes

9. Jar; to receive discarded pipets

104 InoculatiookloOp ,3 mm diameter loop oftniCbrome orplatinum-iridium
wire, 26 B& g uge; in.holder. ,e

11. Pifets
*

, 1, *VI 0.1 on graduationLliohrtype preferred; sterile,
cotton plugged, glass or disposal plastic

12. Racks, .culture type *' 10 x 5 openitts, to accept tubes at least 20 mm

.ip ditmeter,

.....13.'Sponge; for'tleaning desktop
/ .

44

1,4. Tub4s, culfurf *, 20x 150 mm. , *
_-- ,

..

ila 15.Tubes*, fermentation
.*

, 12 x 75 mm vials to be inverted in culture tubes
o . -

,de: R , --

. r
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BASIC LABORATORY. SKILLS:

r, knsumable Supplies:

Fecal"Coliform Testby the Multiple'
Dilution Tube Method

(must be replaced when stocks get low)

1. Distilled, water, suitable for bacteri ogical cultures (note diAti4lation,
apparatus required in capital equipment, )

2. EC Broth, dehydrated (recommend puicha of 171b units)

3. Lactose Lauryl Sulfate IeYftose Brothl, ydrated frecommend purchase
of 1 -lb. units)

4. Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (kH P04110Srecowend purchase of 1 -lb. units)

5. Disinfectant, for bench tops. (Use houtbholdltleach Solution prepared
according to instructions on bottlq,1

6. Wax pencils (recommend soft wax equival.el to"Blaisdell 169T)

r

.

ti

a

arked are needed in quantides or require size er: space allowanCes
cannot be specified here,. as they vary according iql'the daifil analysis

schedule. As a rule-of-thimilft; spacetsize or quantity requirements should be
at least.I times the normal daily requirements. For further infuriation on
specifications for, equipment -and supplies, see the MiCtiology Section of
the current edition of Stoddard Method% for the Exami ion _of Water and
Wastewater."

4

18o
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ASSIGNMENJ #1: Equipment and Supplies for Fecal' Coliform
Test - Multiple bilution Tube Method

410

Assume that you are responsible fpr the effluent.mOn itoring tests for your
'tteatment plant, wtlich has an'-average daily. floW,18 mgd.: In addition, you

conduct the efflweAt, monitoring tests far 21mall plants in your vicinity,':
eadh,of'Whiq has an average daily flow` between, 1 and '4.99 mgd:

Prepare a puhase request, based on inforMation in catalogues e a ailable1.1

to you by your instructor, for the, tems shown bel.CW. (The amount s ould be
enough to last one year. The size of fixed eqmipme6t should be ap opriate
to the amount of lab work required; assume that the sampling schedules will

be setup to have the,work from the sUrroundirig liobOratoties come in on a
scheduled basisto provide an even daily workload.)

4

Order: -Wax pencils

EC Broth (dehydrated)

Fermentation Tube Assemblies

Autoclive,

Minimum information in the purchase request should identify --

a. Yourself,,aspeAriginator of the request

b. The name of t item(s) requested

c. The size, and lumber of the item(s)

d. costs per unit and the total cost for the item

E. The name of the catalog-Lie from which you obtained

the item, the stock number of each item selected
from the catalogue, and any other identifying in-.
formation that the 'putchasing officer.shouldtiave.:,-,'

-122-
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ASSIGNMENT #2: Equipment and SUpplies for Fecal Coliform o.

Test.,-. Multiple Dilution Tube Method

Assume that -you are responsible for the .effluent monitoring testsfor-your
treatment plant, lvhich has an,average daily flow of 45,mgd. In addition,
you conduct the effluent monitoring tests for'3 small 'plants in your Vicinity,
each of.which hasian average daily flow between 1 and 4 ;9910 tad.,

Prepare a purchase lquest, based on 4n6rmation.in catalogues made available
to you by your instr ctor -for the items ,shown below. (The amount should bd

'enough to last Qne.year. he Oze of fixed equipment shOuld be appropriate
''tot'he amount Of lab work equired; assume that the:sampling schedules will'
be seat up to have the wo from the surrounding laboratories come, in on'a.
scbeduled.basis to provide an'even,daily workload.)

Order: Pipets

Lactose Laur.:y1 Sulfate.Tryptose Broth (dehydrated)

s- Water Bath Incubator .

_Laboratory Aprons or Coats
0'

Minimum information in`the purchase request should identify L-

a. YOyrself, as theoriginator of the requjIl!lk

b., The name 'of theitem(s) requested'

c. The size, and number of the,item(s)

d. The cost per unit.and the total:coat
4

`thethe item_

a. The name of the catalogue from which you obtained
the item, the stock number of each item selected 41r
frourthe catalogbe, and any other'identifying in-
formation that the purchasing ofiicar shOald have.

gr.
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